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1 Zusammenfassung in deutscher Sprache
Diese Arbeit soll die Verwendbarkeit von Algebraischen Higher Order Netzen als Workflowsprache in Notfallszenarien testen. Als Testszenarien dienen Feuerwehreinsätze bei
Pipelinebrüchen. Das Ziel ist es, ein Workflow Management System zu skizzieren,
welches in solchen Einsätzen zur übersichtlicheren Abarbeitung und Änderung der Aufgaben der einzelnen Teammitglieder verwendet werden kann. Im Rahmen dieses fiktiven
Systems sollen Algebraische Higher Order Netze mit Offenen Algebraischen High Level
Systemen und Regeln als Token verwendet werden, um die Workflows der Teammitglieder zu repräsentieren und adaptieren.
Für diese Aufgabe werden die Anforderungen an Workflowsprachen sowie die speziellen
Anforderungen der gewählten Szenarien analysiert. Danach wird ein System entwickelt,
das es ermöglichen soll, beginnend von einem Initialen Workflow, den Plan der aktuellen Operation anzupassen. Zu diesem Zweck werden Workflow Patterns entwickelt,
um eine einheitliche Modellierung sowie einfachere musterbasierte Regelanwendung zu
gewährleisten.
Die so entwickelten Workflow Patterns werden daraufhin getestet, indem mit ihnen
ein konkretes Szenario entwickelt wird. Dafür wird ein Tool verwendet, das es außerdem ermöglicht, einige Eigenschaften der so entstandenen Netze zu analysieren. Auf
die Modellierung eines bedeutend größeren Szenarios wird eingegangen und auf die
möglicherweise auftauchenden Schwierigkeiten verwiesen.
Als Abschluss werden die zuvor erarbeiteten Anforderungen ausgewertet und mögliche
Verbesserungen und Ansatzpunkte für zukünftige Arbeit aufgezeigt.
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2 Introduction
During emergency operations keeping an overview of the current situation can be difficult. The participating teams usually consist of a variety of team members each of them
having different roles and qualifications. The group leaders main task is planning the
operation and controlling the correct execution of his plan. Normally emergency operations are very dynamic. Therefore planning for every eventuality is almost impossible
as new situations require immediate response. Therefore determining available team
members and their current tasks is critical to the operations success.
One way of supporting the team in these matters is introducing a Workflow Management System. A Workflow Management System is a tool consisting of a representation
of the teams workflow embedded into a software environment. Its purpose is providing
easy-to-use access to the workflow. It enables the team members to track each others
state and current tasks. The workflow management system also represents certain information about the operation making them easily accessible. It is even possible to use it
for changing the workflows adapting them to the current situation. In order to make it
useful throughout the operation the workflow management system should be available
on a mobile devise like a PDA.
The most important component of the Workflow Management System is the workflow
language. It is the language used to represent and change the workflow internally. The
power of the whole system directly depends on the operations the workflow language
can offer.
This paper focuses on the usability of algebraic higher order nets as a workflow language. The first task is finding the major requirements to a workflow language. This
is done in Chapter 3. In order to really check whether these requirement can be met
the approach has to be tested in real scenarios. We decided to use pipeline emergency
scenarios for this purpose. These scenarios are introduced and analyzed in Chapter 4.
The theoretical base of algebraic higher order nets is described in Chapter 5. Because
of the dynamic nature of emergency scenarios just modeling one scenario will not be
sufficient. Instead a possibility for adapting a workflow to all possible situations has
to be given as well. Therefore Chapter 6 introduces a general approach which can be
used for constructing a scenario from scratch changing it as the operation changes. In
Chapter 7 a smaller scenario is modeled using this approach. Chapter 8 deals with the
additional challenges a big scenario presents to the work language. Finally in Chapter 9
the requirements are evaluated and the results are summarized.
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3 General Requirements to Workflow
Languages
In this paper algebraic higher order nets are tested for their usability as a workflow
language. Therefore the first thing to do is finding some basic requirements to workflow
languages. There are two general groups of requirements: static requirements and dynamic requirements. Static requirements are requirements to a workflow that does not
change during its execution. These requirements are described in Section 3.1. As already stated emergency scenarios are unpredictable. Therefore a static workflow won’t
be capable of representing all aspects of the operation. Section 3.2 focuses on which
additional requirements have to be met if changes to the workflow are allowed during
the operation.

3.1 Static Requirements to Workflow Languages
A workflow that can’t be changed during the execution is called a static workflow. [1]
presents a set of views that can serve as categories for the basic requirements. A Workflow
Management System needs much information about different aspects of the workflow.
Each one of these views represents a different way for the Workflow Management System
to use the workflow for presenting different aspects to the user. Therefore these views
are called workflow perspectives. In this section we will consider the functional perspective, process perspective, informational perspective, organizational perspective and the
operational perspective. Each one of these perspectives contains its own requirements
to the workflow language. In [2] some of the static requirements for these perspectives
have been evaluated.

3.1.1 Functional Perspective
A workflow contains many different tasks. Its functional perspective abstracts from the
order of the workflow and the executing teammate. Instead it focuses on which tasks are
available and what their inner structure looks like. Tasks can be seen as a hierarchical
structure. Some tasks consist of several smaller tasks. These smaller tasks may even be
aggregated from other tasks themselves. Tasks that can’t be divided anymore are called
atomic tasks.
One operation of the functional perspective is filtering out all possible tasks from the
workflow. This includes all possible tasks whether they are used in the current workflow
or not. The hierarchical structure of tasks and sub-tasks should be implemented so the

13
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Workflow Management System can go into the details of a specific task or abstract from
child tasks as required.

3.1.2 Process Perspective
A workflow defines the execution order of tasks. Therefore it provides an ordering and
interrelationships between the executed tasks. These aspects are part of the process
perspective. This perspective covers all parts of the workflow concerning the execution
and the execution order of tasks.
For the process perspective the workflow language has to provide information about
which state a task currently is in and which preconditions it requires. Additionally the
interrelations between two tasks have to be expressible by the means of the workflow
language.
The Workflow Management Coalition 1 identified four kinds of relationship between
tasks: sequential, parallel, conditional and iterative routing. If the execution order of
two tasks is fixed these tasks are in a sequential relationship. If the execution order is
arbitrary the tasks are in a parallel relationship meaning they can be executed in any
order or even at the same time. Being conditional for another task means that this tasks
execution directly depends on the current tasks execution 2 . Iterative routing describes
a situation were one or more tasks are executed several times. This is expressed by a
loop in the workflow which can be traversed repeatedly.
The most obvious precondition of any task is the availability of the executing team
member. Other possible preconditions are the arrival of a certain piece of data or a
resource that has to be used.
Depending on the current situation a task can be in one of the following states:
• Received: The executing team member is ready to start the task but has to wait
for all preconditions to be satisfied.
• Initiated: All preconditions are satisfied. The team member can now start the
execution of the activity.
• Running: The activity has been started and has not finished yet.
• Aborted: The activity has been stopped without an intention of finishing it later.
• Completed: The activity has been finished.
• On-Hold: The activity has been stopped with the intention of finishing it later.
1
2

www.wfmc.org
conditional can also mean these tasks are only executed under certain external conditions. In our
approach this interrelation is not needed because the net can always be changed to fit the current
conditions
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3.1.3 Informational Perspective
In most operations certain types of data are used for aiding the team members. In order
to be useful the workflow management system has to keep track of the data as well. This
aspect of the workflow is called the informational perspective.
Some activities depend on a certain piece of data. Some even may consume or produce
this piece of data. The workflow language should be able to provide information about
all data using activities and their operations.
Additionally to the normal data used for the operation the workflow is likely to require
some more data for synchronizing or routing purposes. This data is called workflow data
as it is just used for workflow purposes.
During the operation it may become necessary to trace a certain piece of data in
order to find out where it is located or who made changes to it. Therefore the workflow
language should be able to provide the whole data workflow as well.

3.1.4 Organizational Perspective
An emergency scenario consists of many organizational aspects. Again these aspects
should be expressible via the workflow language. This is called the workflows organizational perspective.
Depending on the workflow several organizations may be involved which themselves
can have complex intern structures. Some parts of these structures may be important to
the workflow. Some tasks for example can only be executed by certain team members.
These constraints should be part of the workflow as well as the organizations structure.
Additionally the workflow language should be able to express the structures established
for the current operation only. Some team members for example may be members of a
special group formed for certain tasks. An organized operation may consist of a variety
of groups and sub-groups.

3.1.5 Operational Perspective
Typically some tasks require a special kind of hardware like a printer or protective
clothes. These machine operations and resources can also be organized via the Workflow
Management System. Therefore the workflow language should be able to support this
operational perspective.
These resource using tasks should be expressible via the workflow language. Additionally the workflow of any resource or hardware should be traceable.

3.2 Dynamic Requirements to Workflow Languages
As stated before most emergency scenarios can not be completely planned in advance.
Therefore there is a need for adapting the team members workflows during the operation. For this purpose a static workflow won’t suffice. Moreover a way for adapting a
workflow at runtime is required. A Workflow able to change during its execution is called
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a dynamic workflow. Naturally a workflow language supporting dynamic workflows has
to fulfill some additional requirements. Throughout this chapter the five workflow perspectives are revisited and the respective dynamic requirements are discussed. For every
one of these perspectives the static and dynamic requirements are subsumed in the form
of checklists. In Chapter 9 these checklist are used for checking which requirements are
met by our approach.

3.2.1 Functional Perspective
The functional perspective subsumes possible tasks for the workflow and their substructures.
In real life operations the set of available tasks may change. Furthermore the inner
structure of tasks can be very complex and may also be changed to fit the current
situation.
This means in order to provide flexibility in the functional perspective the following
actions should be possible:
• Deletion: Unnecessary (or deprecated) tasks should be deletable from the workflows set of possible tasks.
• Insertion: Adding new tasks should be possible.
• Structure Change: The structure of a task should be modifiable. Possible modifications are the deletion, insertion or reordering of sub-tasks. Adding or deleting
possible sub-tasks should also be feasible (in the same way that tasks can be added
or deleted from the set of possible tasks).

Figure 3.1: The Requirements of the Functional Perspective
The requirements of the functional perspective are subsumed in the checklist depicted
in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Process Perspective
In a changing environment a planned workflow may become unexecutable in certain
situations. The workflow language should enable the team members to react to these

16
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changes. The following operations should be available to the Workflow Management
System:
• Insertion of tasks: Introducing new tasks into a specified position inside the workflow.
• Deletion of tasks: Deleting a task from the workflow.
• Changing the order of tasks: Reordering the tasks inside the workflow.
• Changing the preconditions of tasks: Adding or deleting preconditions of tasks.

Figure 3.2: The Requirements of the Process Perspective
Figure 3.2 subsumes the requirements of the process perspective.

3.2.3 Informational Perspective
Big operations require a variety of data. These data flows may change very rapidly. A
dynamic workflow should be able to deal with the following changes:
• Switch Data: Different data formats containing the same basic informations may
be switched.
• Change Data Requirements of Tasks: The data requirements of a task may change
to use different kinds of data or even no data at all.
• Change Output Data of Tasks: different output data may be produced by some
tasks.
If seen from the data’s point of view rather than from the team members this means the
data workflow may change in the same way the team members workflow changes. Data
uses can be inserted, deleted or even reordered. A summarization of these requirements
can be seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: The Requirements of the Informational Perspective

3.2.4 Organizational Perspective
The Organizations internal structures are not likely to change during the execution of
the workflow.
However the operations team structure may alter very often. Changing or founding
new groups may be necessary in order to react to certain changes in the situation. The
allocation of team members to their possible tasks may change, too. However this is
not very likely, because the division of these tasks was made based on certain required
qualifications.
Based on that possible changes to the workflow are:
• Form New Groups: Groups can be formed during the operation in order to fulfill
a certain goal.
• Disband Groups: Groups can be disbanded if they are not needed anymore.
• Change Groups: A team member can switch to another group during the workflow
execution.
• Change Tasks Division: Change the division of team members to their executable
tasks.
Note that forming disbanding and changing groups may also happen in static workflows. Normally groups are not formed for the whole operation but for some common
tasks and are disbanded afterwards. These group changes can be planned at the beginning of the operation and therefore are static. Being dynamic in the organizational
perspective means these plans may change, too. For example a team member could find
an injured person and the medical personal may choose to leave the group to transport
him to the hospital thus changing the planned group structure.
An overview on all requirements of the organizational perspective can be seen in
Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4: The Requirements of the Organizational Perspective

3.2.5 Operational Perspective
Just like the data workflow the machine operation workflow may require changes, too.
Therefore the workflow needs flexibility in the operational perspective so the team members resource uses can be flexible.
The workflows should be able to support the following changes:
• Add or Discard a Resource Use: A resource using activity (or sub activity) may
be added or deleted.
• Shift a Resource Use: Different planned resource uses may be shifted to another
time.
• Substitute a Resource: The resource may be substituted by another free resource
that provides the same operations.

Figure 3.5: The Requirements of the Operational Perspective
Figure 3.5 subsumes the static and flexible requirements to the workflow language.

3.3 Summary
So far we introduced requirements to static workflows and extended them with the
requirements to dynamic workflows. Five perspectives to a workflow system have been
described and their individual requirements where specified.
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3 General Requirements to Workflow Languages
Note that these requirements are requirements to the workflow language and not to
the resulting workflows itself. They express what a workflow language should be capable
of. Which parts of it are realized in the actual workflow depends on the problem. For
example if changing data formats as requested in the informational perspective does not
make sense in a certain system it would not be a good idea to force this feature in the
corresponding workflow.
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4 Introduction to Pipeline Emergency
Scenarios
A big part of the Workflow Management System depends on which emergency scenarios
should be modelable.
This case study focuses on fire brigade emergencies connected to pipeline leaks. These
emergencies are called pipeline emergencies. Depending on which product the pipeline
contains and where the leak occurred a variety of scenarios is possible. Therefore a single
workflow describing one of these scenarios will not be sufficient. Moreover the Workflow
Management System has to support all possible scenarios. A variety of scenarios can be
found in [3].
In Section 4.1 some of these scenarios are introduced. Important workflow elements
are named and described there. Section 4.2 subsumes general requirements to pipeline
scenarios.

4.1 Possible Scenarios
For the fire brigade every pipeline emergency operation is different. The spectrum
reaches from small operations where a single fire engine company is sufficient to large
environmental disasters where many other organizations are involved. For the purpose
of this case study we will focus on operations lead by the fire brigade. This means we
exclude all scenario where another agency is in charge. Most likely the Workflow Management System is of no use during these scenarios anyway as other agencies are not
using it. Examples for these kinds of operations are large environmental disasters where
the environmental agency is in charge, or terrorists attacks involving a pipeline where
the police is controlling the situation.
Although the remaining scenarios are still very different from each other the Workflow
Management System has to be capable of dealing with each one of them by adapting
the workflow to the situation. In Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 two very different scenarios
are examined. These two scenarios serve to show how different pipeline operations can
be thus underlining the required flexibility of the Workflow Management System.

4.1.1 Scenario 1: Gas Leak in a Residential Area
According to this scenario, a postman delivering mail in a residential street smells gas.
She immediately contacts the fire brigade. They dispatch a single fire engine which is
mounted by three firemen and an officer. For an overview of the area where the firemen
are active, see Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Map of the Residential Area the Incident took place in.
During this operation the fire brigade works according to four tactical aims:
• Isolate the Area and Deny Entry: The gas may be poisonous or flammable. Therefore the nearby houses have to be evacuated so the citizens are out of danger. This
serves as a precaution in case the situation gets worse. Furthermore it prevents
unauthorized persons from accessing the operations scene and getting in the way.
• Determine the Safety of the Atmosphere: In order to deal with such problems
determining the risks of the situation is necessary. This enables the firefighters to
react in a proper way. For example if the atmosphere is dangerous the firefighters
have to wear gas masks and the evacuated area may have to be extended.
• Identify the Problem: In order to dispose of the leak the firefighters have to gather
certain information. They have to know which kind of pipeline they are confronted
with and where the leak is located. Additionally the gas/liquid and the responsible
company has to be identified. Once these facts are known the fire brigade can take
correct measures and call the pipeline company for help. The firefighters also have
to collect information about other risks. For example in Figure 4.1 an electric line
is located near the gas line. This may be a problem if the gas is highly flammable.
• Solve the Problem: If the cause of the problem is known it can be solved. This includes calling the pipeline company, following their safety instructions and helping
them repairing the pipeline.
When arriving the fire brigade establishes a command post from where the operation
is lead by the company officer. As a next step, the area is closed off. One of the firemen
uses a gas detector in order to determine the flammability of the gas and to find the
leak. Meanwhile the company officer organizes the operation. He asks for additional
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resources, calls the gas company responsible for the pipeline, requests the police to
control the traffic and calls the electricity company to turn off electricity in adjacent
houses The assessment of the gas pollution makes it necessary to evacuate a larger area.
While the evacuation takes place a gas worker arrives on the scene. He takes additional
gas measurements and finds the exact location of the leak. One of the firemen is asked
to help the gas worker while he excavates and repairs the pipeline.
Compared to other scenarios this is quite limited. Nevertheless some elements important to all scenarios can already be identified. One of these elements is the incident
command post from where the company officer organizes the operation. Another one
of these elements is the communication with the gas company. The firefighters are not
trained for repairing pipelines so mostly all they can do is informing the responsible
company, helping and protecting them wherever possible. Mostly they can’t do much
to stop the leaking substance before contacting the pipeline company because they have
view knowledge about the product transported inside the pipeline and the correct safety
precautions. This means the role of the fire brigade is saving people and securing the area
until the pipeline company arrives. Afterwards some firefighters may help the company.
Even during this small example we can clearly see the need for flexible workflows as
the actual course of the operation is not known initially. For example the fire brigade
might not know which measures the gas company will take or might have to expand the
evacuation area because the first estimation of danger was incorrect. Furthermore an
incident may be a false alarm.
From now on this scenario will be referred to as the pipeline scenario.

4.1.2 Scenario 2: Explosion of a Gas Pipeline
This scenario begins when a gas pipeline is ruptured. The escaping gas ignites itself
and creates a fireball. During the explosion a part of the pipeline is propelled into a
nearby apartment building and injures one adult person and two children. The gas is
still burning when the fire brigade arrives.
The primary tactical objectives of the given example are the following:
• Rescue and Treat Victims: Because of the damaged apartment building some
citizens are injured. Some of them may not be able to escape themselves and have
to be rescued and treated according to their injuries.
• Evacuate the Apartment Complex: Due to the damage to the apartment building
there is a high danger to the people living in it. Therefore the building has to be
evacuated.
• Isolate the Area and Deny Entry: The gas and the smoke of the fire may be
dangerous. Therefore all citizens have to be evacuated from the critical area.
Additionally the firefighters have to watch so no one comes to close.
• Protect Exposure until the Pipeline is under Control: The pipeline fire may spread
into nearby trees or bushes. The fire brigade has to prevent this and control the
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fire. Extinguishing the fire is not possible without the gas company’s permission
(the fire may actually be a good thing because it burns off much of the gas).
After their arrival the fire brigade establishes a command post from which the team
leader assumes overall command. He divides the fire brigade into two divisions. One
group coordinates the evacuation operation, the other deals with exposure protection.
In coordination with the other parties in action the evacuation and isolation of the area
in danger is successfully finished. Meanwhile the gas company succeeds in shutting off
the valve and thus stopping the gas flow. Five hours later the fire is finally extinguished;
the operation is finished successfully.
This scenario is a quite large one. Many different organization are involved. However
the Workflow Management System is only used by the fire department so it can abstract
from the other actors tasks focusing on what parts of them are important to the firefighters workflow. We can also see that basically the structure of the operation is the
same as in the gas leak scenario. Again an incident command post is established from
where everything is controlled. The task of evacuating the area is also critical in both
scenarios as well as protecting the fire from exposure/ controlling the gas and ignition
sources until the pipeline company arrives.
The main difference between these two scenarios is their size. In the second one more
people are involved executing more tasks. Additionally the second scenario is much more
dangerous as it contains a fire and injured people. During this scenario it is obvious that
a fixed workflow won’t suffice. The firefighters have to be able to react to unforeseen
situations like finding injured people.
This scenario will be referred to as the explosion scenario throughout the rest of the
paper.

4.2 General Requirements
Naturally many more possible scenarios do exist. Some more can be seen at [3]. Predicting all possible scenarios is not possible. Therefore having all scenarios in the Workflow
Management System for the team leader to choose from is not feasible. A small set of
basic scenarios is more realistic. When starting the Workflow Management System the
team leader can choose from this set of initial scenarios. Afterwards he can adapt it to
fit the current operation.
Knowing all possible changes in a scenario is essential for the Workflow Management
System for it has to provide possibilities for adding or deleting tasks. Furthermore
changing the sub-structure of tasks has to be possible. In order to present these possible
changes to the user the Workflow Management System has to know which modifications
can be made. This section analyses the observed emergency scenarios for these changes.
First in Section 4.2.1 the scenarios are analyzed for tasks that may appear. Afterwards
the required transformations are observed. This is done in Section 4.2.2. Finally in
Section 4.2.3 a minimal basic scenario is introduced.
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4.2.1 Possible Tasks
In order to find possible activities observing many scenarios and filtering out the tasks
is necessary. The result is a long list of tasks. However there is more information to be
gained from these scenarios. Some tasks are having certain conditions restricting their
availability (like which person can execute a task). Therefore the first thing to do was
analyzing the scenarios finding possible restrictions.
The scenarios from [3] provide the following conditions:
• Executing Team Member: Tasks can be restricted to be executable only by certain
team member types. Treating an injured person for example can only be done by
someone with medical knowledge. In the pipeline scenarios we found the following
roles: group leader, (a normal) firefighter, medical personal and gas-worker. Each
task can be done by one or more of them. These groups represent a way of
categorizing the actors.
However note that not every group contains real actors in the workflow. The
pipeline company will most likely not change or even access the workflow because
they don’t use it. However the workflow needs to represent some of their actions
because other team members may depend on them. For example the operation
can not be finished until the pipeline company successfully repairs the pipeline.
• Area: Some tasks can only be executed in a certain area. Repairing the pipeline
leak for example does only make sense while the executing team member is close to
the leak. Three general areas have been found in the observed emergency scenarios.
The first one is the area near the leak. This is the most dangerous area close to the
pipeline leak. Another area is the incident command post from where the operation
is lead. The third area is the surrounding area containing the evacuation area and
everything located in the nearby environment that is important to the operation.
• State: The availability of some tasks directly depends on the seriousness of the
incident. Extinguishing a fire for example does not make sense without a fire
to extinguish. A task can belong to one of three possible classes. The first one
is the normal class where ignition of the leaking substance is not very likely. If
the substance is highly flammable the operation belongs to the second class. The
third one occurs once the substance is on fire. This division was chosen because
the current state is easy to determine and is not changing very often.
Note that a task does not belong to one of these classes exclusively. The three
classes are in a subset relation. Everything that can be done in the normal state
can also be done if the product is highly flammable or already on fire. And all
possible measures for highly flammable substances can also be used when the
product is already on fire. However the other directions do not work.
The important tasks for the gas leak scenario are listed in Table 4.1. A complete list
of all tasks that occurred during the evaluation of the example scenarios can be found
in Appendix A.
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Table 4.1: Tasks that Occurred during the Gas Leak Scenario
Name
Description
Executing
Area
Team Member
Evaluate
The team leader evaluates a team leader
incident
Gas Read- gas reading. During this task
command
ing
he determines the severity of
post
the incident and the responsible pipeline company.
Call Police
The police is called and re- team leader
incident
quested to help during the opcommand
eration.
post
Call Elec- The electricity company is team leader
incident
tricity
called and requested to shut
command
Company
off the electricity.
post
Call
Gas The gas company is called and team leader
incident
Company
informed about the incident.
command
post
Evacuate
A part of the surrounding area firefighters
surrounding
Surroundis evacuated.
area
ing Area
Take Gas A gas meter is used for deter- firefighters
incident
Reading
mining the kind and amount
command
of gas in the air
post, surrounding
area, at the
leak
Take Ad- An additional gas reading is gas company
surrounding
ditional
taken.
area, at the
Reading
leak
Repair
The pipeline leak is repaired. gas company
at the leak
Pipeline
Help
Re- A firefighter helps the gas firefighters
at the leak
pairing
worker repairing the pipeline.
Pipeline
His job is securing the gas
worker and following his instructions.

State
always

always

always

always

always

always

always

always
highly
flammable

4.2.2 Required Transformation Rules for Dynamic Workflows
A transformation of a workflow is a change in its structure. Throughout this paper we use
the term transformation rule to denote the description of a possible transformation. A
transformation rule consists of two parts: the application requirements and the resulting
changes. The application requirements specify in which situations the transformation
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rule can be applied to the workflow. In which way the application of a rule changes
the net is described in the resulting changes (i.e which parts of the net are deleted or
added). Throughout this section transformation rules are represented in a descriptive
way. This serves to give an impression on how these rules work. However once the
workflow language has been introduced we will be able to give a more formal definition
of the term transformation rule.
Emergency scenarios are changing frequently. Therefore in order to present these
changes in the Workflow Management System the workflow has to provide many different
transformation rules. These rules can be divided into three main groups according to
their intention:
• Task Rules: Rules changing the inner structure of tasks. They represent changes
in the functional perspective.
• Workflow Rules: Rules changing the general order and interrelations between tasks.
They operate on the level of the process perspective.
• Social Rules: Rules changing the group structure of the operation. They represent
changes to the organizational perspective.
These groups can be seen as groups operating on one of the five perspectives represented in chapter 3. However the informational and the operational perspective do not
have an own rule group as they are already contained in the other groups. For example
changes to the data workflow means adding a data using activity or changing a data
using activity’s sub-structure. This can be done by using task rules or workflow rules.
A resource is basically the same as a piece of data.
In this Section these rule groups are explained in detail and examples are given.
However these groups are not disjunctive. Therefore afterwards we deal with rules that
can be classified into more than one of them. At the end the rules and rule types are
subsumed.
Task Rules
As stated before task rules are changing the inner structure of one or more tasks. For
every task a set of task rules exists. This set represents all changes that can be made
to the tasks structure during an operation. The goal is being able to reach all possible
inner structures of a task by changing them using these rules.
An example is the task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area”. This task represents the evacuation of the surrounding area. Naturally there are many possible ways of executing an
evacuation. The team members may visit the houses in a different order. They may
have to assist handicapped people or escort the injured to the medical personal. The
task-rules of the task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area” should provide the possibility to
add or delete these subtasks.
One task rule required for ”Evacuate Surrounding Area” is a rule for inserting the
sub-task of assisting a handicapped person. It works like this:
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• Application Requirements: Team member m has the task of evacuating house x
and there is a handicapped person inside house x that needs help.
• Resulting Changes: Add the sub-task ”Assist Handicapped Person” to the evacuation of house x
Workflow Rules
Contrary to the task rules the workflow rules do not touch the inner structure of the
tasks. They are responsible for changing the execution conditions and interrelations
between tasks. For each task there has to be a set of workflow rules providing the
insertion or deletion of this task. Using these rules the execution order can be changed.
Furthermore the team members should be able to abort, stop and resume some task.
For every task there can be rules for initiating or removing these changes. However a
task is not required to provide these rules as some of them do not make sense for all
tasks. Printing out a document for example can’t be stopped and resumed later as the
printer does not provide this operations. Additionally depending on the task some other
special rules may exist.
The task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area” for example should have an insertion rule like
this:
• Application Requirements: the team member is a firefighter.
• Resulting Changes: add the task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area” to the firefighters
workflow
Social Rules
In most emergency operations groups are formed for executing certain tasks. Naturally
some of these groups don’t exist for the whole operation. They are formed for the
purpose of these tasks and abandoned later. This means the operation contains a group
plan specifying when new groups are formed and when a team member switches groups.
This group plan may also change. The social rules represent possible changes to the
group plan. There are four main changes these rules should supply:
• Temporarily Visiting another Group: Visiting another group with the intention of
coming back and finishing the remaining tasks later.
• Leaving a Group: Switching groups with the intention of leaving the old group
permanently.
• Arriving from a different Group: Visiting another group before visiting this group.
• Rejecting a Group Attendance: Don’t attend the planned group and go to another
group instead.
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Rules for accomplishing these changes should exist. Reversing these changes should
also be possible in case someone makes an error and wants to undo it.
A rule for ”Temporarily Visiting Another Group” for example may look like this:
• Application Requirements: The team member has a workflow in group A and can
switch groups temporarily.
• Resulting Changes: Add switching to group B and coming back from group B to
group A’s workflow. Add arriving and instantly going back to group A to group
B’s workflow. (Tasks can be added to the group B’s workflow using other rules)
Intersections of the Rule Groups
Normally fitting a rule inside one of these groups is easy. However these groups are not
disjunctive. Therefore some rules can be categorized within two or more of them.
A rule that is both a task and workflow rule changes the inner structure of a task
as well as the tasks order or interrelationship. The rule ”Help Establishing Incident
Command Post” is one of these rules. This rule works like that:
• Application Requirements: The team leaders workflow contains the task ”Establish
Incident Command Post”.
• Resulting Changes: The firefighter joins in on the task helping the team leader.
The task ”Establish Incident Command Post” now is a joined task between the
firefighter and the team leader.
This rule changes the tasks structure as the task ”Establish Incident Command Post”
becomes a joined task. It also inserts the joined task into the workflow of the firefighter.
Therefore it also represents a change on the workflow level.
Summary
Every task can contain different possible sub-structures. Therefore each task has its own
set of task rules specifying possible changes to its inner structure. Additionally for each
task there is a set of workflow rules that can be used for inserting, deleting, aborting or
stopping and resuming it. These workflow rules can also differ from other tasks workflow
rules as some tasks may only be inserted or aborted in certain situations. This means
every task comes with its own task-specific rules that specify where and how it can be
handled in the workflow and how its structure may change.
The social rules on the other hand are not always task related as switching a group
normally happens outside of a task 1 .
The set off all changes possible for a workflow consists of the union of the task rules,
workflow rules and social rules.
1

some rules may change the group as a part of a task but they would also be task rules.
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4.2.3 Basic Scenario
Once the team leader starts planning a new operation he will have to start with a basic
workflow adapting it to fit the current situation. This basic scenario should consist of
an absolute minimum scenario. However it is imaginable for the system to contain a
set of additional default scenarios so the user does not have to build every operation up
from a minimal workflow. This means he has a set of workflows he can choose from.
It enables him to use the initial workflow that is closest to the current situation and
therefore minimize the required changes.
However for the purpose of this paper we will only consider one basic scenario consisting of a minimal workflow. This workflow consists of nothing more than the arrival
of three firefighters and a group leader (the minimal group of firefighters) and their departure. Other tasks as well as new team members have to be introduced using rules
thus transforming the basic scenario.
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Now that the requirements are known we can take a look at the available modeling
techniques. In this chapter the theoretical foundations will be introduced and explained
on a few examples.
Section 5.1 introduces reconfigurable P/T systems. Their extension to reconfigurable
open algebraic high level systems is described in Section 5.2. Algebraic higher order systems are a special form of algebraic high level systems. They are specified in Section 5.3.

5.1 Reconfigurable P/T - Systems
Reconfigurable P/T Systems consist of a P/T - net with an initial Marking and some
transformation rules based on P/T Systems.
A P/T - net is a bipartite graph consisting of two node types called places and transitions and weighted directed arcs between them. The places can be marked with so
called tokens. The transitions are used for changing the marking. This change is called
a firing step and is described by the arcs connected to a transition. The incoming arcs
are called pre arcs. They require the connected places to have at least as much tokens
on them as is the weight of the corresponding arc. These tokens are consumed while
firing the transition. The outgoing arcs are called post arcs. The weight of the post arcs
specifies how many tokens are placed on the connected place while firing the transition.
If a transition can fire producing a valid marking1 it is enabled. A formal definition of
P/T - nets can be found in Appendix B
Figure 5.1 shows one possible P/T - net. It consists of two places ”P1” and ”P2” represented by circles and three transitions ”PRODUCE”, ”LAY BACK” and ”CONSUME”
represented by boxes. The numbers placed on the arcs are denoting their respective
weights. No number means the arc has a standard weight of 1. The black circles inside
the places are tokens. This means the current marking of the net is:
• P1 : 1
• P2 : 1
This marking can be changed by firing one of the three transitions. ”PRODUCE”
takes away one token from place ”P1” and puts two token on ”P2” thus producing
one token (meaning the token sum of the net has increased by one). The transition
”CONSUME” does the opposite. It takes two tokens from ”P1” placing only one token
on ”P2” thus consuming one token from the net. The transition ”LAY BACK does not
change the Token sum. It simply shifts one token from ”P2” to ”P1”.
1

a marking is valid if the markings of all paces are non negative
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Figure 5.1: An Example for a P/T - System

The transition ”LAY BACK” is enabled because ”P2” contains one token that ”LAY
BACK” can consume. Therefore ”LAY BACK” can place one additional Token on
”P1”. The Transition ”CONSUME” is not enabled under the current marking because
its incoming arc requires two tokens on ”P1”. The transition ”PRODUCE” is also
enabled. Firing ”PRODUCE” leads to placing two tokens onto ”P2”. Together with the
already existing token this leads to three tokens laying on ”P2”. ”CONSUME” will be
enabled after ”LAY BACK” has fired.
In Section 4.2.2 we stressed that a way for changing workflows is required. In that
chapter we informally described transformation rules as a pair of transformation requirements and resulting changes. Now that P/T nets have been introduced we can define
these rules in a more formal way. One example for a transformation rule and its application can be seen in Figure 5.2. A transformation rule consists of left and right side
nets ”L” and ”R”, the rules interface net ”I” and 2 morphisms ”l” and ”r”, connecting
these three P/T nets. The net ”L” specifies which conditions a P/T net has to fulfill in
order for this rule to be applicable. The net ”R” specifies how the net will look after
the transformation. ”I” in combination with morphisms ”l” and ”r” determines how the
changes are done (i.e. which parts of the original net are deleted and added).
In order to apply a rule to a net ”W0” a morphism m from ”L” to ”W0” has to be
found. This basically means finding a subnet m(L) of ”W0” containing the required
structure. If such a morphism exists and satisfies certain conditions the rule can be
applied changing m(L)’s Structure according to the rule.
The lower half of Figure 5.2 shows the application of our rule to the example net. The
rule takes a transition with one pre and one post arc and respective arc weights of one.
This transition is substituted with a transition of the same structure whose weights are
2. In the lower half of the figure this rule is applied to the net from Figure 5.1. After the
transformation the transition ”LAY BACK” is gone and a new transition (also named
”LAY BACK” ) has appeared. The new transition takes two tokens from ”P2” moving
them to ”P1”.
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Figure 5.2: A Transformation Rule and its Application to a P/T - System

5.2 Reconfigurable Open Algebraic High Level Systems
An algebraic high level system is the integration of algebraic structures into P/T systems.
Contrary to normal P/T systems an algebraic high level system can operate on data.
Each Place is restricted to hold a certain type of data instead of anonymous tokens. In
algebraic high level systems the pre and post arcs of the transitions are connected to
terms instead of their weights meaning they can specify to produce or consume only a
certain kind of data. This restricts the firing of the transitions, because now they are
only able to fire if the required data is available. Additional equations can be formulated
for each transition in order to specify its functionality.
Figure 5.3 depicts an algebraic high level system. Its basic structure is the same as
in the example in Figure 5.1. However this net works with numbers instead of anonymous tokens. Therefore the type of the places ”P1” and ”P2” is ”nat”. The transition
”PRODUCE” takes a number from ”P1” placing it and its successor onto ”P2”. ”LAY
BACK” shifts a number from ”P2” to ”P1”. The transition ”CONSUME” takes two
numbers and places one of them to ”P2”, dropping the other one. It’s equation ”a =
b” specifies, that these two numbers have to be the same. This means ”PRODUCE”
produces new (bigger) numbers, ”LAY BACK” moves them back to ”P1” and ”CONSUME” removes double numbers. All this is specified using the arc’s therms and the
transition’s equations.
An open algebraic high level system contains one or more open places. An open place
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Figure 5.3: An Algebraic High Level System
can either be an input or an output place meaning tokens can appear or disappear on
this place. An input place is denoted by an incoming and an output place by an outgoing
arrow.
Transformation rules in open algebraic high level systems are similar to P/T system
rules. The nets ”L”, ”R” and ”I” now are open algebraic high level systems and the
morphisms ”l” and ”r” are open algebraic high level system morphisms. Figure 5.4
shows a similar rule to the one depicted in Figure 5.2 and its application to the net from
Figure 5.3.

5.3 Algebraic Higher Order Systems
An algebraic higher order system is an algebraic high level net containing a special
data structure. This data structure includes open algebraic high level systems and rules
based on them. The tokens of an algebraic higher order system are nets and rules
themselves. Therefore algebraic higher order systems can be used for controlling nets
and rule-applications.
Figure 5.5 shows a very simple algebraic higher order net. It consists of the places ”p1”
and ”p2” and the transitions ”token game” and ”transformation”. The type of ”p1” is
”System” meaning it can contain algebraic high level systems. The rules are placed on
”p2”. The transition ”token game” can take a system from ”p1” and fire one of it’s
transitions if it is enabled placing the resulting system back on ”p1”. ”transformation”
takes a system and a rule. If the rule is applicable it transforms the system according to
the rule. Using these two transitions the algebraic higher order system has full control
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Figure 5.4: An Algebraic High Level System Rule and its Application
over firing and rule application of its token systems.
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Figure 5.5: A simple Algebraic Higher Order Net
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Once an emergency operation starts a firefighter switches on his wireless device and loads
an initial scenario. He then adapts this scenario to fit the current one. After that all
team members can use this scenario and alter it (according to their rights).

Figure 6.1: The Architecture of the System
This chapter focuses on the inner architecture of the workflow part of the system.
Figure 6.1 shows an overview of this architecture. It consists of three layers.
The lower layer consists of the teams workflow and a set of transformation rules. It
represents the current workflow of the team and a description of the possible changes
to this workflow. The workflow net is modeled using open algebraic high level nets.
Therefore the transformation rules are open algebraic high level net rules. Each open
algebraic high level system represents the workflow of one group during the operation.
Therefore several algebraic high level nets belong to one operation.
However as stated in Section 4.2.1 some tasks and their specific rules are restricted
to certain situations or states of the system. This is represented in the rule application
which is the middle layer. It consists of an algebraic higher order net with open algebraic
high level nets and rules as token. The workflows and transformation rules of the lower
layer are contained within this net as tokens lying on certain places. Therefore the
algebraic higher order net is able to steer which transformation rules are applicable in
certain situations and which are not.
The upper layer consists of the Workflow Management System. Some rules are applicable in different ways, some of them changing the workflow in an unwanted way.
Therefore an instance for deciding whether a possible change is a consistent one is re-
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quired. Only consistent changes are presented to the user to choose from.
This section gives an overview of these three layers. Section 6.1 starts by describing the
algebraic high level nets the workflow consists of. It also introduces the rules needed for
adapting them. The algebraic higher order net controlling these workflows is described in
Section 6.2. After that a brief overview on what functionality the Workflow Management
System has to provide is given. This is discussed in Section 6.3.

6.1 Workflow Nets and Rules
The team members workflows and their possible changes are modeled using open algebraic high level nets and rules. This chapter focuses on the modeling of these workflows
and rules.
A workflow consists of tasks done by certain team members in a specific order. In our
model all tasks posses a common general structure. Every task has to implement this
structure. However this structure contains enough flexibility for every task to specify its
own inner structure. This activity scheme is discussed in Section 6.1.1.

Figure 6.2: Required Rules
For adapting a workflow to all possible situations many different rules are required.
As described in Section 4.2.2 three basic types of rules do exist: the task rules, the
workflow rules and the social rules. In Figure 6.2 an overview of the needed rules is
given. Two different kinds of rules can be seen in this image. The common rules and
the task dependent rules.
For every task a set of task dependent rules exists. Their purpose is changing the
sub-net that represents this task. A Task rule can’t be applied to any other task. The
task dependent rules for a task consist of its task specific rules and its task dependent
workflow rules (like insert or pause).
The common rules are not task dependent. They can be applied anywhere in the net.
These rules consist of the social rules and the workflow rules independent of a specific
task.
Task rules, workflow rules and social rules are discussed in Sections 6.1.2 to 6.1.4.
Both the general task structure and the rules introduced present some requirements to
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the signature and algebra part. These requirements are subsumed in Section 6.1.5.
Afterwards the minimal initial net is introduced in Section 6.1.6.

6.1.1 Activity and Data Flow Schemes
An open algebraic high level net rule can only be applied if a certain required structure
is present in the net. This means for example a rule for inserting a task into an existing
workflow can only be applied if the workflow contains this required structure. If tasks
are not limited to have a certain structure predicting what the sub-net between two tasks
looks like is impossible. In that case a variety of insertion rules is required for enabling
the user to insert a task between any two other tasks. In order to avoid these problems
we restrict a task to have a certain structure. However this restriction has to provide
enough flexibility for allowing tasks to have different sub-structures. This is done by
introducing an activity scheme containing some fixed and some variable parts. In this
chapter this activity scheme is presented. Afterwards we take a look at the sorts and
operations a signature has to provide for this scheme.

Figure 6.3: Abstract Activity A for a Firefighter
Figure 6.3 shows an example task A implementing the activity scheme. The scheme
can be divided into three layers: the workflow layer, the interface layer and the task
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layer. A place on the task layer represents a state inside a certain activity whereas a
place on the workflow layer means no activity is executed at the moment. While a team
member is switching between the workflow and the task layer he passes the interface
layer.
Every task starts with a ”start preprocessing” transition followed by a ”finish preprocessing” transition. These two transitions represent the initiation of the task. For all
tasks the ”start preprocessing” transition has the same structure. The ”start postprocessing” and ”finish postprocessing” transitions also are required. They represent the
finishing of an activity. This time the structure of the transition ”finish postprocessing”
is fixed.
The flexible part of this scheme is on the task layer. In Figure 6.3 activity A contains
only one sub-task on the task layer: ”do A”. Every task is free to implements its task
layer to fit its required sub structure.
Furthermore the scheme contains three synchronization places: ”started”, ”running”
and ”finished” indicating the state of the activity. During preprocessing tokens are
placed on ”started” and ”running”. During the postprocessing the token is removed
from ”running” as the activity has finished. Another token is placed on ”finished”.
These three synchronization places are part of all normal activities. However they can
differ for some tasks like joining a teammates activity.
Because there is some variance in the used synchronization places the preprocessing
and postprocessing part of the net are not really fixed. However tasks implementing
this scheme start with a ”start preprocessing” and end with a ”finish postprocessing”
transition of the same structure. Therefore we know the exact sub-net between two
activities and can use it in our rules. Note that the places types are dependent on
the team member executing this part of the workflow. Therefore the sub-net between
two activities is only the same for the same team member group. However this can be
used for restricting tasks and their rules to be applicable for only a limited set of team
members.
The tasks synchronization places make determining the state of any activity easy.
A firefighter for example could have the task of securing the gas worker while he is
repairing the pipeline. In order to know whether the pipeline currently is repaired or
not all he has to do is looking at the ”running” place of the gas workers task ”repair
pipeline”. Therefore the firefighters task is connected to the gas workers task. This
situation is called a joined task. A team member can only join a teammates activity
if it is currently running. Therefore his ”finish preprocessing” transition has to check
the corresponding ”running” synchronization place for tokens. Depending on the task
the ”start postprocessing” transition may also have to check if the joined activity has
already finished.
This scheme is not only useful for tasks. Every component that can be seen as a task
should implement it. For example switching groups can be seen as a task starting in
one group and ending in another one. This structure should also implement the activity
scheme. This means leaving a group starts with a ”start preprocessing” transition and
arriving from another group ends with a ”finish postprocessing” transition. Therefore
the common structure between two tasks is also present between a task and a group
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visit. All rules relying on that common structure can be applied in both cases.
The algebraic part of an activity should represent certain data about the activity
as well as the executing team member. On the workflow layer no activity is currently
executed. Therefore the places on the workflow layer have the type of the team member
the workflow belongs to. The signature should provide one sort for every possible team
member group (like firefighter or medical personal).
On the way through the interface layer the type of places changes. They now represent the fact that this place belongs to the preprocessing or postprocessing of an activity.
This data still includes information about the executing team member (as otherwise this
information would be lost). Therefore for every team member group the two sorts
”preprocessing TeamMemberGroup” and ”postprocessing TeamMemberGroup” have to
be available. Additionally operations for constructing them from a ”TeamMemberGroup” are required.
If every task had the same type of places on the task level task specific rules can be
accidentally applied to the wrong activity. Therefore every task needs its own inner type.
This type has to contain the executing team member. Some tasks may also want to store
certain data during the execution that may be needed later on. For every task T and
every team member group G a sort ”doing T G” is required. Some of these combinations
can be left out if the team member group G is not allowed to execute Task T anyway.
Another operation is needed in order to construct a ”doing T G” element from the team
member groups data.
Finally a sort for representing the synchronization places is required.

Figure 6.4: Abstract Scheme for the Data Flow
In big scenarios a large amounts of data or resources can be involved. The larger the
workflow the more important is keeping track of the data and resources. Therefore every
piece of data should be represented as a workflow itself. In order to make operations
like switching a data use or inserting a data use as easy as possible another scheme is
required. This scheme can be seen in Figure 6.4. Again a data use should be surrounded
by transitions of the same structure. This makes inserting or switching data uses a lot
easier because like with the activity scheme the structure between two data uses is fixed.
In our example the transition before the data use is called ”start data use” and the
transition afterwards ”finish data use”. Actually the name of the transition does not
matter as long as the structure is the same. This scheme is implemented whenever a
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piece of data is used. Even before and after a piece of data is sent to another group this
structure has to be fulfilled.
In order to use this scheme a sort for every type of data is required. There may be
additional requirements to the sort, but until now we only need the sort for the type of
the places.
Note that during the modeling all places and transitions are required to have unique
names. In this scheme we did not name our places in order to make the scheme less
confusing. During the real modeling they will be named ”pX” where X is a unique
number. In our activity scheme all transitions have an informative name. However
during real operations it is not possible to have more than one ”start preprocessing”
transition. Therefore during the real modeling the transitions will be called ”tX - Descr”
where X is a unique number and Descr is our informal description of the transition like
”start preprocessing”.

6.1.2 Task Rules
Two tasks sub-structures can be very different. Some of the activities can even be
adapted to the current situation. Therefore certain rules for changing these sub-structures
are required. Rules operating within a tasks sub-structure are called task rules. Their
changes only affect the inside of tasks. Therefore task rules represent possible changes
to the functional perspective.
Different tasks consist of different sub-structures including different place types on the
task layer. Because of that a task rule can only be applicable to one activity. Therefore
every task has to define its own set of task specific rules. A part of these task specific
rules contains the usage or creation of data.

Figure 6.5: A Task Rule of the Task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area”
An example for a task specific rule can be seen in Figure 6.5. This rule belongs to a
firefighters task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area”. Therefore the inner places are typed with
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”doing evacuate-surrounding-area firefighter”. The rules purpose is adding the sub-task
of carrying out an injured person right before the end of an evacuation. Note that in
all presented rules the morphisms l and r are inclusions. This means they only map
between places and transitions of the same name.
This rule can only be applied if the executing team member is a firefighter. If for
example a member of the medical personal has the task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area” the
inner type is ”doing evacuate-surrounding-area medical-personal”. Therefore the rule is
not applicable. For this combination another rule has to be created that does the same
as the rule in Figure 6.5 but contains places of the type ”doing evacuate-surroundingarea medical-personal” instead of ”doing evacuate-surrounding-area firefighter”.
This means in oder to make a rule applicable for all team members different versions
of this rule have to be used. At first this might seem like a disadvantage. However it also
allows to specify rules that can only be applied to certain team members exclusively. An
example for such a rule is treating an injured person during the evacuation which can
only be done by the medical personal.

6.1.3 Workflow Rules
A rule applying changes to the workflow layer is called a workflow rule. These changes
usually are changes in the workflow order or the tasks state. Therefore a workflow rule
represents a possible change in the process perspective.
Figure 6.2 shows two different kinds of workflow rules: the common workflow rules
and the activity specific workflow rules.
Every task has a set of activity specific workflow rules. Usually there are rules for
inserting, deleting, aborting, pausing, or taking over a task. These rules require certain
knowledge about the tasks structure. A task may for example only be abortable after
a certain sub-task has finished. Therefore every task needs its own set of rules for this
functionality.
The common workflow rules don’t require any knowledge about the inner structure
of the tasks. Switching two tasks for example does not need any knowledge about the
inside of these tasks.
Activity Specific Workflow Rules
For every possible task rules for inserting and deleting it from the workflow are required.
Furthermore depending on the task rules for aborting, pausing and taking over a previously aborted activity may be needed. Every task may or may not implement them.
Some of these activity specific workflow rules may even be implemented more than once.
Figure 6.6 shows a rule for inserting our example activity A. The left side of the rule
contains only the last tasks end (the transition ”finish postprocessing”) and the next
tasks beginning (”start preprocessing”). Because of our activity scheme the start and
end of every activity has the same structure. Therefore the rule can be applied between
any two tasks of a firefighter. The rule inserts the new activity A between these two
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Figure 6.6: Insertion of an Activity
tasks. More than one insertion rule may exist in case the user wants to insert an activity
with a different sub structure.
A rule for deleting this activity is the reverse1 insertion rule. Additional deletion rules
may also exist as the task may have been changed using the task specific rules. A task
should always be deletable. But adding a deletion rule for every possible structure may
not be efficient. Therefore reverting changes to a point where the task can be deleted
should always be possible.
A rule for inserting a data use contains the same basic structure as this insertion rule.
The ”L” and ”I” nets look alike except for different place types. The inserted inner
structure depends on what is done with the data. The places used by such a rule have
the data type of the piece of data they represent. This rule may not necessarily be a
workflow rule as it can be part of the task specific rules or even a part of a tasks insertion
rule. However as we defined data to have its own workflow it can also be considered an
activity specific workflow rule.
Figure 6.7 shows a rule for pausing an activity A and its application. Note that the
task layer of A now consists of two sub-tasks ”do A 1” and ”do A 2”. The rule takes
one place inside of the task and inserts a new sub-net. This sub-net enables the team
member to jump to the workflow layer, suspending the activity and back, resuming it.
This jump represents a temporary stop of the activity. Therefore the token from the
synchronization place ”running” is taken away while the activity is aborted. Note that
the inserted structure contains the transitions ”t2 - finish postprocessing” and ”t3 - start
preprocessing”. Therefore any insertion rule may be used for adding an activity while
A is suspended.
Some tasks may only be suspended in certain states. In this case the left side of the
rule contains more information about the net in order to limit the positions where it is
applicable. If an activity can be suspended in different places more than one suspension
rule may be required. A rule for removing the inserted structure should always be
1

left and right side switched
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Figure 6.7: Pausing an Activity

available. This rule is the reversed suspension rule.
A rule for completely aborting the example task A and its application can be seen in
Figure 6.8. This rule takes a place inside the task and the end of the task and inserts
a jump from this place to the end. During the jump the token on the synchronization
place running is removed as the task is not running anymore after it is aborted. The
end of the task is removed as well in order to signalize that this way no longer is free.
If the team members chooses to finish the task anyway a rule for removing the abortion
has to be used. This rule also reinserts the end of the task. Like the rule for pausing
an activity this rule may be used only in special places inside the task. Therefore more
than one version of the rule may exist requiring a special structure inside the net as an
application condition.
Aborting a task does not mean it won’t be done by anyone. Some previously aborted
tasks have to be finished anyway. Therefore a rule for taking over a previously aborted
task is required. Figure 6.9 shows an example of such a rule. It also shows its application
to a previously aborted task. The rule takes a place on the workflow layer between two
activities, the end of the aborted task and the place where the task was aborted. It
reconnects the places to make sure the unfinished part of the aborted activity is executed
between the two first ones. The aborted tasks synchronization place ”running” is reused.
The beginning and end of the overtaken task implements the normal task structure. The
decision to overtake a task may be reviewed. Therefore a rule for reverting the changes
is needed. The reverse overtake rule will work here as well.
Some tasks may be executed by more than one person. These tasks are called joined
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Figure 6.8: Aborting an Activity

tasks. An example for a joined task is evacuating the surrounding area. The executing
team members may change during the evacuation as this operation takes a while and
some may meanwhile have to execute different tasks. Therefore for every task that can
be done by more than one person a rule for joining it is required. An example rule
for joining the activity A is depicted in Figure 6.10. It uses the tasks synchronization
place ”running” as well as part of its starting and ending (to make sure it is the right
task). During the execution the joined activity is introduced in another team members
workflow between two specified tasks. Note that the introduced net looks almost like
a normal activity except for the missing synchronization places. Instead of them the
joining activity has a reference to the original tasks synchronization place ”running”.
This assures the other task is currently executed while joining it.
However if a firefighter tries joining an activity that already has finished he is stuck
as this activity will never become running again. Therefore for all joining tasks a rule
for letting the team member give up on joining has to exist. As a result of this rule the
team member jumps to the next task in its workflow. This rule looks like the abortion
of an activity. The only difference is the type of the place the abortion starts from. This
places type should be ”preprocessing firefighter”. Furthermore a rule for unscheduling
joining an activity should exist. It looks like the insertion rule reversed. In this example
there is no synchronization between the end of the original task and the end of the
joined task meaning it does not matter who finishes first. There may be other situations
where the joined task can not be finished until the original task has ended. This can be
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Figure 6.9: Overtaking a previously aborted Activity
achieved by checking the synchronization place ”finished”. In this example the joining
team member has an own type specifying he is just helping the real executor of the task.
However some tasks may require equal actors. In these tasks all members inner places
have the type ”doing...” type instead of ”helping. . . ”.
The rules for inserting, pausing, aborting and overtaking an activity all worked with
the signatures sorts and operations introduced in Section 6.1.1. However in order to have
joined tasks and a new sort is required. For a task A that can be joined and the team
member T that can join it the needed sorts name is ”helping A T”. Additionally an
operation ”helping A T” is needed for constructing a member of this sort from a team
member T.
Common Workflow Rules
Some rules do not require any knowledge about the inside of the tasks they handle.
Therefore they do not have to be reimplemented for every task. If a rule only contains
parts of the activity scheme that are present in all activities it can be applied to every
possible task. A typical common workflow rule is moving a task to another position in
the workflow. Furthermore in this section we will introduce a rule for adding a new team
member.
During the execution of the workflow a tasks priority may change. Therefore moving
this task to another position within the workflow may be necessary. This can be done by
applying the rule shown in Figure 6.11. This rule takes the start and end of an activity
A and another position between two task in the workflow. It basically reconnects the
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Figure 6.10: Joining a Teammates Activity

Figure 6.11: Moving a Task to another Position
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tasks. After applying this rule the activity A has moved between the other two tasks and
the tasks before and after the original position of A are connected so the workflow is not
split. Using this rule a task can be moved to an arbitrary position inside a workflow of
the same team member type. Furthermore this rule can also be used for moving multiple
tasks if they are in sequence. This means one or more tasks can be moved to another
place inside the workflow or even be scheduled for another team member of the same
type. However this rule can only be applied to a fixed team member type. A similar
rule for all possible team member types is required. The changes made by this rule are
easily revertible by moving the changed sub-net back using the same rule.
The rule for moving a resource use contains the same basic structure as this rule. The
difference is the places types which will have to be changed to the resources type. Using
this rule the resource uses can be reordered. This may for example be necessary for
avoiding waiting time in resource uses.

Figure 6.12: Copying a piece of data
Sometimes waiting for a piece of data does not make much sense as copying it would
be way easier. The firefighters are using digital wireless devises. Therefore reports and
similar data are likely to be available digitally. Copying digital data makes way more
sense than waiting for the other user to finish. Making a copy of a piece of data can
be inserted into the workflow by applying the rule depicted in Figure 6.12. This rule
inserts the copying sub-net between two data uses. This sub-net takes one piece of
data as input. The output is the original data and a copy of it. From now on the
original data can resume its planned workflow. The next thing in the copy’s workflow
is its deletion. New data uses can be inserted for the copy afterwards as it contains the
required sub-structure for inserting a data use.
Another common change to the workflow is introducing a new team member. Figure 6.13 shows a rule for adding an additional firefighter to the net. The rule takes a
position between two task inside the team leaders workflow and inserts two additional
tasks. The first one is calling a firefighter. As a result of this task a firefighter is called
and his workflow is started originating from this task. The second inserted task is used
for dismissing the firefighter later. During this task the token representing the firefighter
is consumed and vanishes from the workflow. This two tasks implement the standard
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Figure 6.13: Adding a new team member
structure on their connections to the task layer so on the outside they look like normal
tasks2 . At first the new firefighters net is empty. However because it contains the normal
structure with ”finish postprocessing” and ”start preprocessing” any insertion rule for
firefighters can be used for assigning tasks to him. The dismissal of the firefighter is
done by the team leader right after he is called. Naturally other tasks can be done by
the team leader in between. They can be inserted or shifted to the right place.
A similar rule is required for every team member that should be callable. Additionally
rules for calling whole groups of firefighters should be available. They work analogous. A
planned call for a new group member can be unscheduled by using the reversed insertion
rule. If tasks for this group member have already been planned they have to be deleted
or assigned to another team member before deleting it.
Calling and dismissing a team member or a group of team members can be seen as
a task. Therefore it requires the same sorts as a normal task. Calling a firefighter for
example has the inner sort ”doing call-firefighter team-leader”. Being called can also be
seen as an activity of the firefighter as he has to arrive at the scene. Therefore a sort
”doing call-firefighter firefighter” is required, too. The rule for moving an activity does
not require any special sorts.

6.1.4 Social Rules
Typically a gas pipeline emergency scenario involves three major locations: the dangerous area near the leak, the incident command post and the surrounding area that may
have to be evacuated. Furthermore in each of these areas several groups may work on
different tasks. In our model each of these groups is represented by a different open
algebraic high level net. The open places are used for connecting these nets. They rep2

They don’t have synchronization places but rules like inserting or moving an activity only require
”start preprocessing” and ”finish postprocessing”
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resent a transition from one group or location to the other. This may be a team member
switching groups or a piece of data being sent or delivered to another group.
There are different possible changes to the mobility of a team member. The simplest
one is visiting another group at a certain point in the workflow and coming back later
for finishing the remaining tasks. However there are some changes to the mobility that
can’t be accomplished by using this rule. In most group workflows the team members
arrive from a different group at the beginning and go to another group at the end.
Rules for changing the planned coming and going are needed, too. This means Visiting
another group before coming to this group or after leaving this group should be possible.
Furthermore leaving the group for good (removing the planned workflow from this group)
should be feasible. During this chapter some of the rules required for these changes are
introduced.
A mobility rule differs from normal rules. It changes the net the moving team member
is coming from as well as the one he is going to. Therefore a mobility rule is a tuple of
two transformation rules. One for each of these nets. If only one of these rules is applied
a team member may leave one group never appearing in the other. Therefore these two
transformation rules have to be applied at the same time.

Figure 6.14: Visiting another Group temporarily
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The easiest way of switching between group A and group B is just a temporary visit.
At some point in his workflow in group A the team member switches to group B. After
finishing his tasks in group B he returns to group A continuing his workflow there.
Figure 6.14 shows a rule tuple for inserting this temporary group change. The first
rule requires the common net between two tasks and inserts the net for leaving and
returning between them. The second rule inserts the net for arriving and then leaving
the group. The arriving and leaving parts also include a preprocessing / postprocessing
net (without the synchronization places). Therefore on the outside changing the group
can be handled just like any other task. The normal insertion rules can be used for
adding tasks between coming to group B and returning to group A. If this rule tuple is
reversed 3 it becomes a rule for deleting a planned temporary group change. A different
version of this rule is required for every team member type.

Figure 6.15: Visiting another Group in between two Groups
Visiting another group right before arriving at this one should also be possible. This
means if the team member was originally coming from group A and going to group B he
now wants to Visit group C in between group A and group B. A rule tuple for visiting
3

reversing a rule tuple means reversing both rules
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another group first can be seen in Figure 6.15. In the first rule arriving from Group A is
substituted with arriving from Group C. The second rule inserts arriving from Group A
and departing to group B. If this rule tuple is reversed it becomes a rule for removing an
empty group visit from the workflow. Visiting another group right after this group can
be achieved by applying this rule tuple to the next group after this one. One version of
this rule is required for every team member type.

Figure 6.16: Switch Groups
Figure 6.16 shows a rule tuple for switching groups completely. The first rule takes
an arriving and departing net without tasks in between and removes it from the groups
workflow. The second rule inserts the same net into another group. The team member
is now visiting this group instead of the other one. This rule tuple does not have to
be reversed because the reversed tuple would be the same as the original. We need a
different version of this rule for every possible team member type.
Another common task is sending data between two groups. In real operations some
data may become useless or is only produced in case it is needed eventually. Therefore
some data may never be used or is not consumed by any team member at the end of
the operation. In order to avoid that an additional structure for deleting a piece of data
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is inserted during its creation. Later this removing structure may be substituted by a
consuming tasks insertion rule. For this data workflow we also need rules for visiting
another group first, visiting it temporarily and switching groups completely. These rules
are similar to the ones for team members. The team members structure for leaving
a group and arriving in a group has to be substituted by the respective leaving and
arriving structure for data. These group changes represent a sending of data from one
group to the other making it available in the other group.

Figure 6.17: Sending Data to another Group
However using these rules sending the removing structure to another group is impossible. This means every piece of data would always have to be sent back to the originating
group in order to be deleted. Therefore we require a rule for moving this removing
structure to another group. Figure 6.17 shows a rule tuple capable of this change. The
first rule contains the removing structure. It deletes the removing structure from the
net and inserts the structure for sending the data to another group in its place. The
second rule starts with nothing and inserts the receiving and after that the removing of
the data. This rule together with the other data mobility rules is capable of all desired
changes. A rule for discarding a planned sending can be retrieved by reversing these rule
tuples.
In order to use the group changing rules the signature needs some more elements. For
every team members role R a sort ”movement R” is required. It is used while leaving
or joining groups. For this sort an operation ”movement R” is needed for constructing
an element of the sort from an element of corresponding team member sort.
Some of these mobility rules may seem a little complicated to use, because they always
introduce an empty workflow that has to be filled later. However some tasks are not
possible in every location. Some tasks even are not possible in another group at the same
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location. For example a joined task can’t be done if the executing team members are in
different groups. Therefore inserting an empty net first and constructing the structure
by inserting and deleting certain tasks later is safer than moving tasks between two
groups. However the workflow system may present the option to move whole parts
of the workflow to the user hiding the fact that a sequence of rules is applied in the
background.
Founding a new group can be done by inserting the arriving of a team member into an
empty net. We assume there is an infinite amount of empty nets on each System place
in the algebraic higher oder net. During the execution these nets are not important as
they are empty and therefore don’t represent any part of the operation. By inserting a
team members workflow inside an empty group net this group is founded. If a group
is discarded all tasks inside this group are deleted. After this the group net is empty
again.

6.1.5 Signature and Algebra of the Open Algebraic High Level System
In Sections 6.1.1 to 6.1.4 the abstract models and rules are introduced. Throughout
these sections a brief introduction on the required sorts and operations is given. The
purpose of this chapter is combining these needed elements thus collecting requirements
to the algebraic higher order nets signature and algebra. These requirements are minimal
as they only represent the needed parts for the workflow and rule schemes. Additional
sorts and operations will be required once all types of data and activities are taken into
account. Appendix C shows a complete signature and algebra that is sufficient for the
nets used throughout this case study.

Figure 6.18: Required Elements of the Signature
Figure 6.18 shows an overview of the sorts and operations we discussed so far. It
consists of three parts: sorts and operations depending on a team member type, sorts and
operations depending on a data type and sorts and operations not depend on anything.
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For every team member T 4 a sort ”T” for representing him inside the workflow net
is required. Two other sorts ”preprocessing T” and ”postprocessing T” are needed for
the preprocessing and postprocessing part of our activity scheme. Both of these sorts
require constructing operations for embedding a team member into them. Right before
and after a group change the places types are ”movement T”. Again an operation for
constructing elements of these sorts from a team member are required.
Additionally a team member can have some attributes. In our implementation every team member has a first and a last name. They are represented by a constructing
operation taking these attributes and appropriate selectors for accessing them. A team
member is implemented as a tuple of his attributes. Additionally attributes like birth
date or special qualifications are possible but where not needed for the operations discussed here. The other sorts we introduced so far are implemented by the algebra as a
one-tuple of the corresponding team member so his information is conserved.
For every team member T there is a set of possible activities he can execute. For a
possible activity A from this set a sort ”doing A T is” required. This sort corresponds
to the places on the task level which are marked while the activity A is executed by
the team member T. Again a constructing operation is required. This operation has to
take the team member as an argument so the places inside of the activity can carry on
his information through the workflow. An activity might also require additional data.
Evacuating a house for example might need the address of the house. Additionally a
signature might choose to have operations for accessing or changing certain attributes
of the Activity. The algebra used throughout this case study implements an activity as
a tuple of the executing team member and the other attributes.
If the activity can be a joined activity another sort is required. For every team
member T2 that can join team member Ts activity A a sort ”helping A T T2” has to
exist. Additionally a constructing operation is needed. It uses the joining team member
for constructing an object. Again additional data may be taken by this operation,
too. Operations for changing or accessing these attributes may be required for some
activities. The algebra used for this case study uses tuples of the joining team member
and additional attributes for elements of this sort.
All possible data types D used by this operation are represented by a sort ”D”. An
additional operation for constructing an element from this sort is required. D may
consist of various attributes. The constructing operation takes some of these attributes
as input. Additionally operations for accessing and changing some of these properties
may be available in the signature. A tuple of the properties is used for representing
these sorts in the algebra.
There is only one sort that is not dependent on any team member or piece of data.
The sort ”synchro” is used for synchronization of the activity. In our algebra this sort
contains only one element as it only acts as a flag indicating whether a certain state has
been reached or not.
4

T refers to a general team member group like firefighter or group leader and not to an individual
person
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6.1.6 Initial Net
When setting up a workflow for an operation the user has to apply certain rules to an
initial workflow. In this case study the initial workflow consists only of the arrival and
departure of a single engine company. A single engine company consists of one team
leader and three additional firefighters.
Figure 6.19 shows our model of the initial net. It presents two different perspectives
on this net. One is the standard algebraic higher order net. The activity-scheme we
used is handy to work with but leads to big and confusing nets. Therefore we introduce
a schematic view on the net. This view is shown on the right side of Figure 6.19.
The initial net starts with the team leader. He basically has two tasks. The first
task is ”firefighters-arrive”. As a result of this task three additional firefighters enter the
workflow. This task is similar to adding a team member (introduced in Section 6.1.3).
After this task the four members of a single engine company have arrived. The task
”firefighters-leave” takes all four team members and removes the firefighters. After this
task has been executed the workflow is finished.
Between these two tasks the operations workflow has to be added. Tasks may be
inserted and adapted and additional team members may be called. The whole initial
workflow takes place in a single group at the incident command post. Therefore it really
is one net. It will split into several nets once team members form new groups or visit
other locations.
The schematic net shows the two tasks of the initial net more clearly. A task in the
schematic net is represented by a big rectangle connected to one or more input structures
and one or more output structures. The rectangle presents the task layer. The fixed
preprocessing and postprocessing parts are indicated by the input and output structures.
Places on the workflow layer are represented by normal places. As the nets representing
a whole operation will get very big the illustrations in Section 7 will resort to this view
very often. The structure of this view will be explained in detail in that chapter.

6.2 Algebraic Higher Order Net
Not every rule is applicable in every situation. In Section 4.2.1 we introduced three
factors the applicability of a rule depends on: the executing team member, the location
of the tasks execution and the state the operation currently is in.
The restriction of tasks to certain team members has already been accomplished by the
typing of the places. The insertion rules are bound to a special type of team member and
therefore a task can not be assigned to an inappropriate team member. Even the task
specific rules require the places types. Therefore it is possible to constrain sub-structures
of tasks to certain team member groups.
The location and state of the operation can also have an impact on which tasks are
available. These constraints have to be represented in the algebraic higher order net.
This net takes the nets and rules we introduced until now as tokes. The algebraic higher
order net basically contains one place for every combination of state and location. The
type of these places is ”System”. They contain algebraic high level systems. Every group
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Figure 6.19: The Initial Net
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acts at exactly one location in one state. Therefore every group net can be placed on
the place representing this combination.
A pipeline emergency scenario can be in one of three states: ”normal”, ”firedanger”
and ”on fire”. For example if at any point during the operation a fire was involved the
operation is in the state ”on fire”. It stays in this state even after the fire has been put
out. Each of these states is represented by its own algebraic higher order sub-net. These
nets are connected by transitions for managing the state changes.

Figure 6.20: The Algebraic Higher Order Net for the Normal State
These three sub-nets implement the same basic structure. The sub-net for the normal
state is depicted in Figure 6.20. This net contains three places of the type ”System”:
”normal leak”, ”normal command post” and ”normal surrounding area”. These places
are representing the three possible locations for the normal state.
Each one of these places is connected to a ”token game” and a ”transform” transition.
The ”token game” transitions purpose is firing a transition within a group net. A rule
can be applied to the group net by firing ”transform” in the algebraic higher order net.
The applied rule is taken from a place ”rule pool”. Note that every one of the ”System”
places is connected to its own ”rule pool”. Therefore each ”System” place has its own
set of possible rules. Using these two transition types the group nets can be fired and
changed.
However these two transitions can only transform and change a single group net at a
time. Therefore changing the mobility or executing a group change inside of the workflow
can not be done by using them. Hence some other transitions for dealing with mobility
aspects are required. Therefore each ”System” place has a ”switch groups” and ”change
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mobility” transition connected only to itself. Furthermore each two ”System” places are
connected via two ”switch places” and one ”change mobility” transition. The ”switch
groups ” and ”change mobility” transitions connected to only one ”System” place are
used for handling the mobility between two groups at the same location. The social
rules introduced in Section 6.1.4 are applied to two group nets by firing the transition
”change mobility”. This transition is connected to a place containing the social rules
(remember that social rules consist of two rules, because they are changing two group
nets at the same time). The introduced group changes are executed by firing ”switch
groups”. This transition takes two nets firing an input place in the one group and an
output place on the other group at the same time. By that a team member or a piece
of data disappears on the one net and reappears in the other thus changing the group.
The three transitions between two ”System” places serve for the same purpose. Again
the social rules are applied by firing the transition ”change mobility”. The only difference
here is the requirement for the rule tuples to be available in normal order and switched
rule order 5 . This is required because we want to insert group changes in both directions.
It was not needed in the other ”change mobility” transitions tough because there the
nets where taken from the same place and in order to change the direction only the
assignments of the variables ”a” and ”b” had to be switched. Executing a group change
can be done by firing one of the two ”switch places” transitions. Each one of these
transitions manages a group change in one of the two directions. Again ”switch groups”
was only required once because the assignment of ”p1” and ”p2” can be switched.
All three states sub-nets contain a place of the type ”System” for every location.
They all need the firing and transformation of their contained group nets as well as the
mobility changes. Therefore all of them are having the same structure. Figure 6.21
shows the whole net. In order to make this big net less confusing the net inscriptions
already known from Figure 6.20 are not drawn in this Figure.
In Addition to the known structures there are three possible state transitions in this
net. The state transition from ”normal” to ”firedanger” may for example happen if a
gas meter shows a higher gas concentration than expected. The state transitions from
”firedanger” to ”fire” happens when the gas ignites. In some cases even a state transition
from ”normal” to ”fire” may be possible. Each one of these state transitions is represented by three transitions inside the algebraic higher oder net. They are responsible for
transporting the groups from one location inside one state to the same location inside the
next state. Note that using this approach not all groups are transported from one state
to the other at the same time. However in reality some groups might not notice a state
change right away because they haven’t been told or are working far away. Therefore a
state transition that allows for some groups to remain in the old state for a while longer
is realistic.
Now each ”System” place represents an unique combination of state and location.
Each of these places has an own ”transform” transition connected to its own ”rule pool”
place. Therefore by controlling which rules appear in which ”rule pool” places a rule can
be constraint not to be applicable in a certain state or location. It can even be specified
5

if the normal tuple is (a,b) then the switched tuple is (b,a).
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Figure 6.21: The Algebraic Higher Order Net for all States
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to be applicable in only certain combinations of state and location.
In Section 6.1 the rule categories are introduced and described. All rules except for
the social rules are placed on the ”rule pools” corresponding to their possible states and
locations. The common workflow rules are placed on every rule pool as they are not
restricted to certain states or locations. Every task has a set of task dependent workflow
rules and a set of task rules. These rules are placed on every ”rule pool” that belongs to
a state - location combination enabling the task. By that we are able to restrict tasks
the way we want.
Basically we could restrict even more. The common workflow rules could also be
restricted to certain state - location combinations. Furthermore some of the task specific or task workflow rules could be restricted to be only available on certain states
or situations. This means not only are we able to restrict a task to be available only
under certain circumstances but we can have different possible sub-structures depending
on these circumstances, too. However this goes further than the original requirements.
Therefore we will not need it for the purpose of this case study.
When a scenarios is started and the user chooses an initial scenario the nets representing the different groups are placed on the corresponding System places. If the user
for example chooses the initial workflow introduced in Section 6.1.6 this net is placed
on the place ”normal command post”. Additionally an infinite amount of empty nets is
placed on every system place of the algebraic higher order net. These nets can be used
for introducing new groups by using the mobility rules. For the rest of the operation
these nets can be ignored.

6.3 Workflow Management System
Using the algebraic higher order net we are able to control which rules are applicable
in which situation. However there are still many things that can’t be controlled on
this level. Using this net we can only determine in which situation a rule is applicable.
However there may be more than one possible matches. Some of these possibilities might
even change the workflow net in an unwanted way. The rule for introducing a new team
member for example should be used in such a way that the arrival of the team member
happens before his departure in the workflow order. Else the team leader will be stuck
waiting for a teammate to depart that has not even arrived yet. Another issue that
can’t be solved by the algebraic higher oder net is keeping the mobility consistent. This
is not possible because the algebraic higher order net does not know which input place
corresponds to which output place.
In order to solve these issues a controlling unit is required. This unit is part of the
Workflow Management System. In short the Workflow Management System contains
the algebraic higher order net providing an interface for the user. This interface should
abstract from the actual algebraic higher order net. The net is just its internal way
for representing the workflow and possible changes. The Workflow Management System
controls the firing of its transitions as well as the variable assignments during the firing
step. These variables include for example the match morphisms during a rule application.
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Therefore it controls the way the net is transformed.
Internally the Workflow Management System should have additional knowledge on
the algebraic higher order system. It should for example know which output place
corresponds to which input place or which changes are good changes and which changes
would destroy the net. Based on this knowledge it can filter out transformation steps
that would destroy the workflow. The remaining transformations may be presented to
the user to choose from. From the view of the user the algebraic higher order system
should be invisible. The Workflow Management System should only present operations
he may use. The user need not know that internally these operations correspond to a
firing step, a transformation or a sequence of them.
The purpose of this thesis is testing algebraic high level and algebraic higher order
nets for their usability in these systems. Therefore we will assume a working Workflow
Management System without going into detail on its implementation.
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7 Application of the Workflow Schemes
and Rules to a Real Emergency Scenario
In Chapter 6 a system of workflow schemes and rules has been introduced. Throughout
this chapter we focus on modeling a concrete scenario using them. For this task the
gas leak scenario described in Chapter 4.1.1 was chosen. Compared to other possible
scenarios this one is rather small. Nevertheless because of our activity-scheme the workflow nets will become quite large and confusing. Therefore the schematic view on the
workflow we already used in Section 6.1.6 will be applied. This view and all components
required for understanding this case study are introduced in Section 7.1. After that
the modeling of this emergency scenario is explained in Section 7.2. In Section 7.3 some
workflow nets and rules are simulated using a tool. This tool is even capable of analyzing
the workflows. This analysis is presented and interpreted in Section 7.4.

7.1 The Schematic View
The activity scheme is very helpful for designing general rules. However it also means
that any activity contains at least five transitions (2 for preprocessing, 2 for postprocessing and at least one inner transition). Therefore even the small scenario discussed
in this chapter is represented by a very big and confusing open algebraic high level net.
In order to keep an overview we introduce the schematic view on our workflow.

Figure 7.1: Schematic View Elements
This view is abstracting from the inner structure of the tasks focusing on their order
and executing team member. Figure 7.1 depicts a net using the schematic view. This net
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contains all elements used throughout the case study. These elements will be described
in detail now.
In this picture we can see three different workflow components (except for the already
known places and arcs). The components marked with a ”T” are the inner tasks structures. The components marked with ”S” represent the preprocessing sub-nets. The
postprocessing sub-nets are represented by the components marked with an ”E”.
Note that not all components represent identical sub-nets. ”T1” may have a different
inner structure than ”T2”. Even two different start or end nets may have a different
structure for there may be different synchronization places involved1 . However there are
some similarities. All components marked with an ”S” start with a ”start preprocessing”
transition of the same structure. They also contain a ”finish preprocessing” transition
but its structure may differ from each other. The components marked with an ”E”
are the same. They all include a ”start postprocessing” with a variable and a ”finish
postprocessing” with a fixed structure. This means sub-nets represented by the same
schematic component have the same meaning when abstracting from the tasks inner
structure but the represented sub-nets can differ.
Every ”T” component is connected to at least one ”S” component and at least one ”E”
component. This represents the fact that a task has to be started by at least one team
member and at least one team member has to finish it. The components ”S1”, ”S2”,
”T1” and ”E1” together form a task. It is started by two firefighters and one firefighter
ends it. Therefore one firefighter disappears. The disappearing firefighter is the one that
started from ”p2”. This can be seen in the terms denoting the arcs as an a is taken from
”p1” and b is taken from ”p2”. The a is placed on ”p4” afterwards. Therefore the tasks
structure is similar to that of a transition. But remember that this is only a denotation
for a bigger net. Note that the view that an a comes in and an a comes out afterwards
is only correct because our signature and algebra carry the incoming firefighter all the
way through the task so it does not change.
The components ”S3”, ”T2” and ”E2” represent another task. It is shown a little
smaller and overlapping with the other activity. This is the way to denote joined activities. The bigger one is the main activity and can have several joined activities.
Finally ”E3” and ”S4” are expressing the mobility of team members. ”S4” is the part
of the net right before the change of a group and ”E3” is the part where the group
member arrives. Their sub-net is similar to the preprocessing and postprocessing part
of an activity. Therefore their workflow scheme is similar to their schemes, too.
Additionally to the normal team members workflows the schematic view has to be
able to express data workflows as well. The places ”p6” and ”p7” in our scheme are data
places. All data uses happen inside of an activity. Therefore they are hidden inside the
”T” components. However we defined data uses to have a ”start data use” and a ”finish
data use” part analogous to the team members preprocessing and postprocessing parts.
They are represented by semi circles. A semi circle connected to an activity means a data
use starts or ends. A semi circle connected to an incoming or outgoing arrow represents
1

For example a normal task places 2 token on two synchro places during the preprocessing whereas a
joined task only checks whether the original task has already been started
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the receiving or sending of data.
Using this schematic view the workflow becomes smaller. However it does not provide
any knowledge about the inside of the represented tasks. The inner structure of the
tasks will be presented separated from the workflow. However some tasks only contain
a single sub-task and therefore are not very interesting. Therefore we will focus on the
more complex tasks.

7.2 Modeling of the Scenario
A workflow net may be adapted several times during the execution. Therefore during
the operations the actual workflow net has many different forms. However we assume
that changes at already executed parts of the workflow are forbidden. Therefore the
final net of the operation represents exactly all things that have been done during the
operation. In this chapter we focus on this final net. First the general net structure and
the tasks order is introduced. Afterwards the inner structure of the more complex tasks
is explained. The development of the workflow from the initial net to the final net is
traced in Appendix E.

7.2.1 The Group Nets
In the pipeline scenario a small amount of gas is leaking from a gas pipeline. There is
no fire involved and due to the gas measures taken during the operation this scenario
is not considered highly flammable. Therefore the whole operation takes place in the
state ”normal”. This means all group nets of this operation are placed on the three
places ”normal leak”, ”normal command post” and ”normal surrounding area” in the
algebraic higher order net introduced in Section 6.2. This limits the number of possible
tasks to the tasks available in the state ”normal”.
This scenario involves four main groups. The first group includes actions involving
the team leader at the incident command post. He is busy organizing the operation.
This involves calling the required authorities as well as welcoming and dismissing team
members and the gas worker. We call this group ”ICP”. The second group consists
of only one firefighter taking a gas reading at the leak. This group goes by the name
”L1”. ”L2” is the third group. It is also working at the leak. This group involves the
inspection and reparation of the gas leak by the gas worker. It also involves a firefighter
helping the gas worker. The fourth group is called ”SA”. It operates in the surrounding
area. The main objective of this group is evacuating the buildings in the nearby area.
These four group nets are placed on the algebraic higher order net according to the
location they take place in. The net ”ICP” is placed on ”normal command post”. The
nets ”L1” and ”L2” belong to the place ”normal leak”. Finally the net ”SA” is located
at the place ”normal surrounding area”
Figure 7.2 shows the four group nets and their connection via the open places. For
readability the corresponding input and output places where connected via dashed lines
indicating where a workflow continues after a group change. Remember this knowledge
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Figure 7.2: All Nets of this Scenario
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can’t be expressed by the algebraic high level nets themselves but has to be stored inside
the workflow system.
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show a more clear view of the four group nets as they are discussed
now. For information on how they are connected please refer to Figure 7.2
The net ”ICP” depicted in the left part of Figure 7.3 follows the team leader as he
organizes the operation. It starts with the task ”Firefighters Arrive” and ends with the
task ”Firefighters Leave”. These tasks are part of the initial net the operation has been
started with. They are introduced in Section 6.1.6. After the firefighters have arrived and
switched to other groups the team leader starts organizing the operation. First he calls
the police, informs them about the operations and requests them to block the streets.
Afterwards he calls the electricity company. He asks them to shut off the electricity for
the area of the organization to prevent the gas from being ignited accidentally. His next
task is ”Evaluate Gas Reading”. During this activity he evaluates the data a firefighter
assembled during a gas measure at the pipeline leak. Based on this data he calls the
gas company and informs them about the incident. Some time later a gas man arrives.
The team leader waits for him to finish his work and report to him. Then the gas man
leaves again.
The tasks ”Gas Man Arrives” and ”Gas Man Leaves” have been inserted into the
net at the same time by a rule for adding the team member ”gas-worker”. A rule for
inserting a similar structure (adding a firefighter instead of a gas-worker) is introduced
in Section 6.1.3. The tasks ”Call Gas Company”, ”Call Electricity Company” and
”Call Police” contain a trivial sub-structure. They consist of the normal task scheme
structure. On the task layer they only have one sub-task: making the call. The team
leaders workflow also involves part of the data flow workflow for the data type ”gasmeasure”. This data’s workflow is presented in detail in Section 7.2.2. There the task
”Evaluate Gas Reading” is examined as part of this data flow.
The right part of Figure 7.3 shows the net ”L1”. This net consists of a firefighter
arriving at the leak and taking a gas reading in order to determine the exact location
and severity of the leak. Right after that he leaves this group joining the group ”SE”.
Another interesting thing inside this group is the beginning of the ”gas-measure”
data’s workflow. This piece of data is produced as a result of the task ”Take Gas
Reading”. Therefore this task is discussed in detail together with the data’s workflow in
Section 7.2.2.
The net ”L2” is shown in the left part of Figure 7.4. It consists of the actions the
gas-worker is undertaking after coming to the leak. The first thing he does is taking
additional readings. He is specialized in his kind of pipeline and therefore has a more
precise gas meter. This task takes the old readings as input as the gas-worker may use
them to determine where the leak is located. Based on these readings he takes own
readings confirming the old ones. He may even correct them as a gas reading may not
be one hundred percent correct or the amount of gas in the air may have changed over
time. This task produces a new reading which in this workflow is not needed any more
and therefore discarded. After taking this reading the gas-worker starts repairing the
pipeline. This task may be dangerous. Therefore a firefighter has to assist and secure
him. One firefighter joins this group only for that purpose.
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Figure 7.3: The Nets ICP and L1
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Figure 7.4: The Nets L2 and SA
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Again the task ”Take Additional Gas Readings” is part of the workflow of the data
”gas-measure” and therefore examined in Section 7.2.2. The tasks ”Repair Pipeline”
and ”Assist Gas-Worker” are joined tasks. ”Repair Pipeline” is the main task. The
firefighters is responsible for helping and securing the gas worker. In chapter 7.2.3 these
tasks inner structures and their synchronization are introduced.
On the right part of Figure 7.4 the group net ”SA” is shown. This group is working
in the surrounding area being responsible for the evacuation of the nearby buildings.
At the beginning three firefighters are involved in this group. All three of them are
executing the joined task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area”. During this task they may
have to assist injured and handicapped people in leaving the building. While evaluating
the gas measure the team leader discovers that the endangered area is bigger than
expected and requests for a bigger area to be evacuated. Therefore a second evacuation
is executed after the first one has finished. This time only two firefighters are involved
as one has gone to the leak assisting the gas-worker. After the firefighters have finished
they return to the incident command post finishing the operation.
The two evacuations are basically the same. Different houses are evacuated but the
basic structure is similar. One evacuation can contain many sub-tasks, as it involves
more than one house being evacuated and eventual assistance for handicapped or injured
persons. All these sub-tasks may be done by one or more of the persons executing the
joined task. Therefore evacuation is a good example for a joined task with a very complex
sub-structure where certain sub-tasks require additional synchronization. Section 7.2.4
deals with the inner structure of such tasks.
Note that the net as it is presented in Figure 7.2 is not meant as a time line. Certain
tasks may take longer than other tasks or have to wait for certain conditions. For
example the firefighter that has to take gas measures joins the evacuation later than the
others. They are not actually waiting for him to arrive even if it looks like that in the
picture. When he is ready with the gas reading he just joins them with whatever house
they are currently evacuating.

7.2.2 Gas Measure - An Example for a Data Flow
During the pipeline scenario a gas reading is taken. As a result of this activity a piece
of data of the type ”gas-measure” is available. Inside the operation this piece of data
has an own workflow where it is transmitted, changed and deleted in the end. In this
section we are following this workflow and examining every task that deals with this gas
measure.
The gas measure originates from the task ”Take Gas Reading” inside the group net
”L1”. This part of the ”gas-measure” workflow is depicted in Figure 7.5. The image
shows the inside of the task ”Take Gas Reading”. The parts on the interface layer have
been hidden behind the corresponding workflow scheme element in order to concentrate
on the important parts. This activity contains 3 sub-tasks. First the location of the
leak has to be found. For this purpose the team member takes multiple gas readings in
order to find the exact position of the leak. As a side effect this sub-task produces a
string describing the location. It is placed on the place ”location”. After the location of
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Figure 7.5: Take Gas Reading - The Origin of the Gas Measure
the leak is known (or at least the approximate area has been identified) the gas worker
determines the severity of the incident. Again a string representation of the severity is
produced and placed on the place ”severity”. This representation may contain the taken
gas measure as well as a description of the gas or the measures taken while finding the
location of the leak. After these data has been collected the sub-task ”compile data” is
executed by the firefighter. This task takes the location and severity strings for compiling
a gas-measure.
In our algebra a gas-measure is a tuple of strings representing the location and severity
of the measure. Note that during a real-life operation this piece of data may contain way
more information. However for this example the two string representations are sufficient.
The transition ”finish data use” indicates the task does not need the data any more.
It may now be used by other tasks. Afterwards the piece of data is sent to another
group. Note that between any two data uses the structures ”finish data use” and ”start
data use” are present. Even the sending of the data makes no difference. Therefore any
task could schedule a data use between two other data uses.
The gas measure is sent to the group net ”ICP”. The data flow in this group can
be seen in Figure 7.6. After the gas-measure arrived it is used by the group leader in
the task ”Evaluate Gas Reading”. During this task the gas-measure is evaluated by the
team leader in order to gain information for the operation. First the group leader has to
know which gas company is responsible for this gas pipeline. With this information he
can call them to report the incident. Therefore this activity’s first sub-task is ”determine
gas company”. In a residential area there may be more than one pipeline. Therefore
the group leader needs to know which gas he is dealing with and at which position it
appears. The gas measure contains these facts and therefore the sub-task ”determine gas
company” uses it. After the measure is used it is forwarded in its workflow unchanged.
Another task of the group leader is evaluating the severity of the incident. The team
leader observes the previously compiled information and decides the measures to be
taken. This decision is made in the sub-task ”evaluate severity” which needs the gas-
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Figure 7.6: Evaluate Gas Reading - Using the Gas Measure
measure again, because it has to be evaluated.
In our scenario the gas concentration was higher than the group leader expected.
Therefore he decided to expand the evacuation area as a precaution. As a result of
this decision the second evacuation was inserted into the group net ”SA”. This is not
represented in this workflow because this decision was realized using a workflow transformation. However the decision was made during the sub-task ”evaluate severity”.
After that sub-task the gas-measure is not needed any more by the group leader. The
task finishes its data use and after that the gas-measure is sent to the net ”L2”.
The data-flow inside the net ”L2” can be seen in Figure 7.7. After the gas-measure
arrived at this net it is used by the gas-worker. He has better instruments and therefore
takes a second gas measure to confirm the first one and evaluate the change of the
measure over time. This activity is called ”Take Additional Readings”. First the gasworker confirms the previous reading. During this sub-task he moves to the specified
place taking a further reading. After that he updates the location of the gas measure
if necessary. As a result of this sub-task the gas-measure is updated with a more exact
location. Depending on the first reading he can see whether the amount of gas in the
area is rising or falling. With this information the gas-worker updates the gas measure
during the sub-task ”update severity”. After the gas-measure is up to date the task
finishes its data use.
After this task the data is not needed anymore for the operation. Therefore it is
removed from the system. Note that the deletion also has a ”start data use” transition
so on the outside it appears like a normal data use (or one half of a data use as the data
is deleted).
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Figure 7.7: Take Additional Readings - Changing the Gas Measure
One could argue that the task ”Take Additional Readings” actually consumes the gasmeasure producing another one. That would mean there are actually two data flows.
One belonging to the original gas-measure and one for the updated one. During that
task there is even another gas-measure where only the location is updated. Actually
that just depends on the view. Seeing it as two or even three workflows is correct. But
it also can be seen as one workflow including a changing piece of data. At the end the
workflow is the same. This shows that the view on the workflow of data may be not as
easy as the workflow of team members where we always know which workflow belongs
to which team member. Another problem is copying a piece of data. Does the workflow
include both pieces of data or does a new workflow start while copying? However these
questions are just a matter of perspective. No matter how they are answered the net
behaves the same.

7.2.3 Repairing Pipeline - A Joined Task
Normally while repairing a gas pipeline the gas has already been shut off by the gas
company. However some gas may still be remaining inside the pipeline or in the air
near the leak. Therefore repairing the pipeline can be dangerous. The level of danger
depends on the size of the leak and the kind of gas. In our operation the danger is not
very high but it is present. Therefore the gas worker requests for a firefighter to secure
him. Hence the task ”Repair Pipeline” has a joined task ”Assist Gas-Worker”.
These two tasks inner structures are shown in Figure 7.8. The preprocessing part on
the interface-layer of ”Repair Pipeline” is like any normal task. It contains a ”started”
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Figure 7.8: The Task Repair Pipeline and its Joined Task
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and a ”running” synchronization place. The task ”Assist Gas-Worker” is the joining
task. Therefore it can’t be started until ”Repair Pipeline” is running. In order to
achieve this behavior its ”finish preprocessing” transition can only fire if a token is on
the synchronization place ”running” of the task ”Repair Pipeline”. Furthermore the
firefighter should not finish assisting the gas-worker until the gas worker has finished his
task. Therefore in the end part of these tasks on the interface layer the firefighter can
not fire the transition ”start postprocessing” until a token appears on the gas-workers
synchronization place ”finished”. The end of the task ”Repair Pipeline” contains the
normal postprocessing structure given by the activity scheme.
Normally the task ”Repair Pipeline” does not require a second person. In its originally
inserted version it only consists of the inner task ”repair pipeline”. However, as a
precaution and reaction to his gas measures the gas worker decided to insert the subtask ”wait for help”. This means he inserts the transition ”help arrived” and waits until
any firefighter has joined his activity placing a token on this synchronization place thus
signaling he is ready to secure him. This mechanism is an additional synchronization
mechanism. In the preprocessing part of the task only the firefighter has to wait until
the gas worker has started. Therefore this additional synchronization is required so the
gas worker can not start repairing the pipeline until the helping teammate arrived.
After the gas-worker knows the firefighter is there to secure him he can start his main
sub-task ”repair pipeline”. This sub-tasks may consist of a long line of work with many
differentiated sub-tasks like digging up and cleaning the pipeline, closing the hole, testing
if it is air tight and so on. However as we argued before the gas-worker is not a real
member of the workflow. He is only represented because other team members (like this
assisting gas worker) need to have certain knowledge on what he is currently doing.
Therefore we can’t expect the gas worker to tell us the steps necessary for repairing
this particular leak or even tell the system which steps already are concluded. For
the operation the only knowledge required is that he is currently repairing the pipeline.
Anything else is unlikely to be representable by our system as it belongs to the firefighters
and can’t be prepared for the gas company’s individual routines.
The same problems appears when specifying what the ”secure gas-worker” sub-task of
the firefighter looks like. Depending on the work the gas-worker is currently doing this
task may be different. For example when the gas worker is digging up the gas pipeline
the firefighter may help him or remove the dirt from the hole so it is easy accessible and
when the gas worker is closing the leak he may stand by with a fully charged hose line in
case something ignites. Therefore this task mainly consists of following the instructions
given by the gas worker.

7.2.4 Evacuate Surrounding Area - A Joined Task with Joined Subtasks
The task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area” represents the evacuation of all or some of the
houses in the surrounding area. Therefore it contains a very complex sub-structure.
It can include a large number of sub-tasks as well as a large number of helping team
mates. In this operation this task appears two times once with three participating
team members and once with two. The actual evacuation sub-nets of the operation are
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pretty big. Therefore this chapter introduces a schematic evacuation which contains all
sub-tasks that occur during the real scenario.
Figure 7.9 shows these elements. Note that the places names have been left blank
as this scheme does not represent a real part of the operation net. The transitions are
represented by their descriptions. The sub-nets on the interface layer have been hidden
behind their corresponding components. During the evacuation all team members are
equal. Therefore the helping team mates have the same inner type as the original team
member(”doing evacuate-surrounding-area firefighter”). This means everyone can do
anything whereas a partitioning into a doing and a helping role implies there are special
sub-tasks that can only be done by the helping person, or by the person who started the
task.
An evacuation consists of several houses to be evacuated. Therefore the evacuation of
one house is a sub-task of the evacuation. However the evacuation of one house still is a
big task and therefore consists of several sub-tasks itself. Figure 7.9 shows the evacuation
of the first house. For every evacuated house X one firefighter is the main actor. He
initiates this houses evacuation with the sub-task ”get ready for evacuation of house
X”. During this sub-task he places a token on the synchronization place ”evacuating
house X”. This place coordinates the evacuation. For every team member that joins the
evacuation of house X the first transition ”join evacuation” can only fire if a token exists
on ”evacuating house X”. This means they can only join an evacuation that is currently
executed. After the evacuation is done the main actor removes this synchronization
token in his task ”finish evacuation of house X”. Other team members can finish the
evacuation independently from the main actor meaning they can stay inside a while
longer or leave early.
A normal evacuation starts with ”start evacuation” and ends with ”finish evacuation”
or ”finish evacuation of house X” respectively. In a normal evacuation there are no
sub-tasks as this evacuation can hardly be planned as long as no building plans are
available. The workflow could contain tasks for every apartment or even every room
they are evacuating. However in this case the team members would have to change the
workflow very often leading to a major distraction from their tasks2 . Therefore if a team
member is currently between the tasks ”start evacuation” and ”finish evacuation” we
assume he is evacuating the building and taking all necessary measures.
However during an evacuation there can be certain special tasks that may require
more than one team member leading to an additional need for organization. Therefore
these tasks have to show up in the workflow. In Figure 7.9 two of these tasks are
included in the evacuation of house 1. Both are carried out by the joining firefighter.
His first special task is assisting a handicapped person. All these special tasks T have
the same structure. They contain a transition ”start T” and a transition ”finish T” and
one synchronization place ”running” which signals that the task is currently executed.
”start T” places a token on this place and ”finish T” removes it. The task of assisting
2

If a building plan is available and the building possesses a certain complexity it is possible to divide
which team member has to evacuate which apartment in order to organize everything. Therefore
sub-tasks for these evacuations can be inserted if they are required, but are not obligated.
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Figure 7.9: The Task Evacuate Surrounding Area and its Joined Task
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a handicapped person is carried out by only one team member.
Another special tasks name is ”carrying out injured person”. Its structure is the
same as ”assisting handicapped person”. In our workflow this task is carried out by two
team members. One firefighter introduced the task and started it. The other firefighter
joins the task. The structure for joining such a special sub-task is always the same. It
starts with the transition ”start assisting” and ends with the transition ”finish assisting”.
Again ”start assisting” needs a token on the corresponding ”running” synchronization
place in order to assure the joined task is currently executed.
In the activity ”Evacuate Surrounding Area” we can see tasks with a complex substructure. One evacuation consists of the evacuations of several houses. The evacuation
of a house consists of the normal evacuation and special sub-tasks. These sub-tasks also
have a certain sub-structure. It is even possible to imagine sub-tasks for these sub-tasks.
Carrying out an injured person for example may include giving first aid to this person
or fetching a handbarrow.
For this task we introduced a possible structuring for sub-tasks and sub-sub-tasks.
Here they always start and end with the same structure of transition that is connected to
a synchronization place implying the task is currently executed. Note that currently this
sub-structure is only used for this task. Other tasks may implement another structure for
their sub-tasks. The next step is analyzing all possible tasks and their sub-tasks. After
that a structure could be designed that fits everywhere. However this structure would
make the nets even more complex and hard to understand. Furthermore finding out
all possible sub-structures of the tasks and working through them requires much work
and knowledge about fire brigade operations we don’t have. Therefore the introduced
structure is used for it is sufficient for the purpose of this thesis. A brief overview on
which problems a general structure would have to face and what it may look like is given
in chapter 9.2.1.

7.3 Tool Application
In order to test the rule and activity schemes a tool for modeling with algebraic higher
order nets was used. This tool is called the RON-Editor. It is introduced in Section 7.3.1.
During the modeling there was a need for changing our model slightly in order to fit the
capabilities of the RON-Editor. These changes are documented in Section 7.3.2. Using
this editor the algebraic higher order net, the initial net and the transformation rules
required for changing it according to the gas-leak scenario have been modeled. These
models are introduced in Section 7.3.3.

7.3.1 Introduction of the RON-Editor
The RON-Editor is a tool for modeling, simulating and analyzing algebraic higher order
nets wit P/T systems and rules as token. It is capable of modeling an algebraic higher
order net and its tokens (P/T nets and rules). Using this algebraic higher order net
transitions can be fired. It can also be used for applying transformation rules. Addi-
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tionally the RON-Editor is capable of analyzing conflicts inside the nets and rules. This
feature is used in Section 7.4 for analyzing independence.

7.3.2 Necessary Changes of the Model
In our model we use algebraic higher order nets with open algebraic high level systems
and rules as tokens. However the RON-Editor only supports normal P/T systems and
rules. Therefore for using the editor the model has to be changed for algebraic high
level nets can not be used. Instead the skeleton3 of our real model is used in the
editor. Throughout the case study we did not use firing conditions for the transitions
in the workflow net. Furthermore all arc inscriptions are automatically fulfilled by any
member of the corresponding sort. Therefore the firing behavior of the skeleton is the
same as the original algebraic high level net.
Normally the rule application behavior of the skeleton differs from the original algebraic high level net. Luckily all transformation rules inside the RON editor are working
with inclusions4 as match morphisms. Furthermore two nodes can have the same name
inside the editor. For these two reasons we can simulate algebraic high level net morphisms in the RON-Editor. This can be done by dropping the nodes real names using
their types as names. Inside the RON-Editor this leads to morphisms that can only
map a place to another place of the same type which is similar to algebraic high level
morphisms. However these morphisms can also only map a transition to another transition of the same name. Therefore we drop the transitions numbers using only their
descriptions as names. This means transitions can only be mapped to transitions of
the same description (”start preprocessing” for example can only be mapped to another
”start preprocessing” transition) which is close enough to the real algebraic high level
rule behavior for us 5 .
Using these changes we can simulate the firing and transformation behavior of algebraic high level nets.
Another thing P/T nets lack of is open places. The firing behavior of an input place
can be simulated by connecting a transition with only one post arc and no pre arcs
to the corresponding place in the skeleton. Output places can be simulated by using a
transition with only one pre arc and no post arcs. Note that the transformation behavior
of this construction is not the same as in real open nets. However our model does not
use these different parts. Therefore this construction can be used.
The RON-Editor supports only certain kinds of transition on the algebraic higher
order net layer. Transitions firing the token nets are supported as well as transitions
transforming them. However firing two transitions or applying two rules at the same
time can not be done. For simulating the desired behavior the model’s algebraic higher
order net had to be changed slightly. All problematic transitions connected to only one
3

The skeleton of an algebraic high level net is a P/T net of the same structure.
An inclusion is a morphism that maps nodes to nodes of the same name.
5
Some transition names have to be slightly changed in order for this to work properly. For example
during an evacuation the transitions ”start evacuation of house X” have to be renamed to ”start
evacuation of house” in order to keep the rules general.
4
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System place were simulated by a transition that can only apply one rule or fire one
transition at a time. The correct firing behavior has to be ensured by the user by firing
these transitions two times and applying the right matches. The problematic transitions
connected to two System places where substituted by two transitions each connected to
one of the System places. This way the two ”switch places” transitions connected to
two different System places are substituted by two firing transitions each connected to
one of the two system places. Using these transitions in the algebraic higher order net
the transitions in the workflow nets representing the input and output places can be
fired. In order to keep the net as small as possible two of these four places can be left
out as they are redundant with the other two. Again correct firing and transformation
behavior has to be ensured by the user. The rule tuples have been split into two rules.

7.3.3 Modeling
Using the changes mentioned in Section 7.3.2 the algebraic higher order net as well as
the initial net and some rules have been modeled.

Figure 7.10: The Algebraic Higher Order Net in the RON-Editor
Figure 7.10 shows the algebraic higher order net inside the RON-Editor. The changes
described in Section 7.3.2 can be seen here. The transition ”change mobility 4” for
example has been splitted into ”change mobility 4 1” and ”change mobility 4 2”. In this
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view inside the editor the firing and transformation transitions can be fired allowing for
the user to change or execute the workflows.
Implementing all possible rules results in far to big of a net. Therefore only some
example rules have been modeled. However these rules are sufficient for transforming
the initial net into the gas-leak scenarios final net described in Section 7.2.1.

Figure 7.11: The Initial Net in the RON-Editor
The initial net inside the RON-Editor can be seen in Figure 7.11.
Figures 7.12 to 7.16 show the task specific workflow rules of the task ”Call Police”
introduced in Section 6.1.3. This task can be inserted, deleted, aborted, paused and
taken over. The corresponding rules for other tasks look similar.
The model of the common workflow rule ”Move Task” is depicted in Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.12: The Insertion of the Task ”Call Police”

Figure 7.13: The Deletion of the Task ”Call Police”
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Figure 7.14: Pausing the Task ”Call Police”

Figure 7.15: Aborting the Task ”Call Police”

Figure 7.16: Taking Over the Task ”Call Police”
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Figure 7.17: The Rule ”Move Task” for a Firefighter

Figure 7.18: Visiting Another Group
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Figure 7.19: Sending a Piece of Data to Another Group
Figures 7.18 and 7.19 depict the modeling of two mobility rules inside the RONEditor. Note that the rule tuples are implemented as two separate rules. The user has
to assure that both are applied at the same time.
The given rules have been used for transforming the initial net into the end net of the
operation. Figure 7.20 indicates which net is placed on which algebraic higher order net
place at the end.
The modeling of the rules and nets proofed that the transformation of the initial net
can be done by the introduced rules.

7.4 Analysis
Additionally to modeling algebraic higher order nets the RON-Editor provides certain
tools for analyzing them. The RON-Editor is capable of analyzing conflicts between two
net changes. A net change is either a firing step or a direct transformation. Starting
from a certain net, two possible net changes are in parallel conflict if after executing
one of these changes it is not possible to execute the other one anymore. If two net
changes are not in parallel conflict we call them parallel independent. Two independent
net changes can be executed in arbitrary order or at the same time yielding the same
net.
Two consequent net changes are in a sequential conflict if they can not be switched.
The RON-Editor is only capable of finding parallel conflicts. However parallel conflicts
are more relevant to our approach as we don’t plan on reordering the the net changes
anyway. Parallel conflicts on the other hand occur if two net changes are made concurrently at the same time. This is likely to happen because a system of many firefighters
each having an own wireless device is likely to produce concurrent changes. Therefore
this chapter focuses on parallel conflicts and independence.
During emergency scenarios we assume that a team member can always execute only
one net change at a time. Therefore his actions can not be in conflict. However there are
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Figure 7.20: The Algebraic Higher Order Net marked with the Operations Nets.
other team members that can change the net with their actions. If two team members
change the net at the same time in a conflicting way it is not possible for the Workflow
Management System to generate a net containing both changes. Therefore the net may
become inconsistent. The conflict analysis serves to find these situations in order to find
a way for preventing them.
This chapter focuses on the different types of conflicts explaining their meaning for
our model. For further information on independence and conflicts refer to [4] and [5].
Further information on conflict analysis in the RON-Editor can be found in [6].

7.4.1 Independence of two Firing Steps
Two firing steps are in a conflict if both transitions are enabled at the same time and
the firing of one transition disables the other one. In our model every team member
and resource is represented by one token. Firing a transition means executing a task
or a sub-task in the workflow. Every team member and resource has a linear workflow
meaning at every point in his workflow there is only one next possible task (as long as
the workflow is not transformed) 6 . Therefore two enabled transitions are representing
the execution of two different sub-tasks by two different team members (or resources).
6

Only the pausing and aborting sub-nets are not linear as theoretically the team member could insert
a pausing sub-net but not use it. Again this is something the Workflow Management System has to
watch over. If a pausing or abortion sub-net is inserted it has to be used or deleted. This condition
makes the workflow execution linear again.
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A conflict of two firing steps therefore means one of these tasks can not be executed
anymore after the other one has finished.

Figure 7.21: One Transition - Transition Conflict
The RON-Editor found several conflicts. One of these conflicts is depicted in Figure 7.21. This conflict occurred inside the joined tasks ”Repair Pipeline” and ”Help
Repair Pipeline”. It involves the firefighters ”finish preprocessing” transition and the
gas-workers ”start postprocessing” transition. This conflict occurs because ”start postprocessing” removes a token from the synchronization place ”running” which is also
required for the ”start preprocessing” transition. This means after the gas worker has
already finished his work the firefighter is not able to help him anymore.
Remember the synchronization places where introduced for being able to synchronize
groups of team members working together. Their whole idea is expressing certain situations in which other team members might or might not join the task or sub-task.
Therefore conflicts involving the synchronization places are representing situations in
which a team member wants to join an activity or task at the same moment it is ended.
All conflicts found by the RON-Editor involved synchronization places7 . This shows
7

If an abortion or pausing of an activity is present in the analyzed net an additional conflict occurs.
This conflict is between the ”start postprocessing” transition of the pausing/abortion and the next
sub-task. However as mentioned before the next sub-task is not really an option as it is forbidden
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that all activities done by different team members are independent in their execution
except for the parts that where especially synchronized using synchronization places. A
special mechanism for resolving or avoiding these conflicts has to be used by the Workflow
Management System. The conflicts could be avoided if operations involving a common
synchronization place may only be executed by one team member at a time. However
disconnection of wireless devices may be a problem for this approach as it is impossible to
find out if someone else is using the synchronization place when disconnected. Working
algorithms for resolving the conflict have to be found.

7.4.2 Independence of two Transformation Steps
Two transformation steps are in a conflict if both rules are applicable to the same net
and one deletes a place or transition the other one needs. In our model a transformation
step represents a change to the workflow made by one user. We assume that one team
member can only apply one transformation step at a time. Therefore the two transformations represent two changes made by two different users. A conflict between these
transformation implies inconsistent changes.

Figure 7.22: A Conflict Between two Insertion Rules
Using the RON-Editor several conflicts have been found. Some of the found conflicts
can be seen in Figures 7.22 and 7.23. Figure 7.22 shows a conflict between two insertion
rules. The conflict occurs while trying to insert two tasks in the same place at the same
by the workflow system until the pausing/abortion is deleted.
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time. Both insertion rules want to delete the transition ”start preprocessing”. Therefore
after inserting one activity inserting the other one is not possible anymore. Technically
it is still possible to insert the other activity because each activity inserts a new ”start
preprocessing” transition. However this insertions matching morphism differs from the
first one and therefore is not really the same rule application.
The main conflict here is that two team members want to insert an activity into the
same place in the workflow. Technically the Workflow Management System could insert
both activities. However there are two different orders and the Workflow Management
System can not decide for one on its own.

Figure 7.23: A Conflict Between two Task-Specific Rules
Figure 7.23 shows a conflict between the two task rules for adding the evacuation of
a new house and assisting a handicapped person. Both are task-specific rules for the
task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area”. The evacuation of a new house is inserted right
after another house evacuation has ended and the assistance of a handicapped person
is inserted right before the evacuation of the house ended. Both rules delete the ”finish
evacuation” transition substituting it with a bigger sub-net (which includes another
”finish evacuation” transition). Naturally after one rule has deleted this transition the
other one can not be applied anymore using the same match as before. However this
conflict could be resolved by the workflow system by changing the match of the second
rule and substituting the deleted ”finish evacuation” transition with the newly inserted
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one. This conflict could be resolved automatically as it is no real conflict. It solely exists
because a transformation rule can only insert a structure between two transitions if one
of these transitions is deleted and inserted again.
Emergency scenarios are highly dynamic. Therefore many rules do exist. There are
many possible conflicts between rules. Resolving these conflicts will not always be easy
and can not always be done automatically. By analyzing this small scenario with the
RON-Editor we found out that rules are only in conflict if they involve the same task, subtask or section between two tasks. This means rules applied to different team members or
different tasks normally are independent. A Workflow Management System could avoid
these conflicts by applying certain mechanisms if a team member tries to apply a rule
to another team members workflow or an intersection of two team members workflows.
In these cases the workflows could be synchronized allowing only one team member to
make a change to the corresponding workflow section at a time. Again a disconnected
team member could be a problem to this approach. If a conflict has occurred it has to
be resolved. This has to be done by presenting possible solutions to a team member in
order to select the best one. For example the conflict in Figure 7.22 can be resolved by
providing the correct order of tasks to the Workflow Management System.

7.4.3 Independence of Transformation Step and Firing Step
A firing step and a direct transformation are in conflict if the transformation removes
the firing transition or the firing of the transition makes the rule inapplicable. Therefore
such a conflict in our model means either the executed sub-activity has been deleted
or the rule is not applicable any more after the sub-activity has been executed. The
rules in our model don’t use tokens. Therefore the firing of a transition can not make
them inapplicable. Previously we defined that rules can not be applied to activities that
already have been executed. However this is not represented in our rules and therefore
this will not show in the analysis.
Using the RON-Editor several conflicts have been found. A typical one of these conflicts is shown in Figure 7.24. The rule in this conflict is the insertion rule of the team
leaders task ”Call Police”. The conflicting transition is the transition ”start preprocessing”. These two are in conflict because ”start preprocessing” is deleted by the rule.
Basically this conflict occurs if a task is to be inserted to be the team members next
task. If the task is inserted before he continues with his workflow the new task is his
next task. If the new task is inserted after he started his original next task it occurs
in the workflow behind him. We assume that the team member can only do one thing
at the same time. Therefore he would not produce this conflict himself. This means
the conflict is a result of someone else changing the workflow while the team member
continues executing his old workflow. This conflict in the workflow net represents a real
life conflict. It has to be solved by the Workflow Management System.
All conflicts found during the analysis involved the same basic problem. The transformation somehow changes the workflow net (by deleting or adding something) and
the firing step is only possible in the old version of the workflow. All these conflicts
represent conflicts that occur during real operations. Therefore they are no result of the
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Figure 7.24: One Rule - Transition Conflict
modeling. These conflicts have to be solved in the Workflow Management System. One
way of avoiding these conflicts is the requirement for additional communication before
changing someone else’s task.
Another thing that can be learned from this conflict analysis is that conflicts only
occurred while changing tasks that where currently executed or about to start being
executed. This means all other changes are independent.

7.4.4 Summary of the Conflicts
During the analysis we encountered several possible conflicts that have to be dealt with.
These conflicts happen when two team members are concurrently changing the same
part of the workflow. We also introduced an idea of how some of these conflicts can be
avoided. Each team member should be able to change his own workflow. If he is trying
to change the workflow of someone else or an overlapping part of the workflow like a
joined task a synchronization mechanism has to be applied for making sure no one else
is currently changing this net.
However as we also stated this mechanism can only be applied if the team members
are connected. If the connection is lost due to wireless LAN issues no synchronization
can take place. In this situations waiting for the connection to re-establish may be a bad
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choice because emergency scenarios are critical in time. Therefore producing a possible
conflict may be the better option. These conflicts have to be dealt with by the system.
If a conflict occurs the Workflow Management System has to find a way for resolving
it. Some of the conflicts may be resolvable without the help of a team member by using
certain polices. However most certainly some conflicts will require decisions that can
only be made by human beings.
This means preventing and solving conflicts is another critical task of the Workflow
Management System.
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bigger Scenarios
The scenario modeled in Section 7 is pretty small compared to most of the other possible
scenarios. Therefore in Section 4.1.2 another scenario was introduced. We call this
scenario the explosion scenario. The explosion scenario is an example for a very complex
and big operation. However even the modeling of the small gas leak scenario was very
complex and big due to our workflow patterns. Therefore this chapter will not focus
on modeling the explosion scenario. Instead we will compare it to the gas leak scenario
focusing on the differences and their meaning for the modeling of large scenarios.
Section 8.1 focuses on the main differences to the gas leak scenario naming and describing them. These differences unavoidably have an impact on the modeling of the
explosion scenario. The main purpose of the Workflow Management System is making
managing big scenarios easy for the firefighters. Therefore it should be able to deal with
such scenarios. The modeling of this scenario and the differences to the modeling of the
smaller one are described in Section 8.2.

8.1 Differences between the Introduced Scenarios
The most obvious difference between the two scenarios is their size. One scenario takes
place in a small area using only five firefighters and the other one has to deal with
an explosion, a fire, injured persons and a whole apartment complex. The explosion
scenario is much larger than the gas leak scenario in every aspect.
Executing a big operation requires a large number of team members. Five firefighters
won’t even be able to evacuate the apartment in a feasible time. Therefore in order to
deal with the situation the explosion scenario includes way more team members than
the gas leak scenario.
Not only does the explosion scenario require more team members but it also needs
more team member types. Medical personal for example is required for treating the
victims of the explosion. Some of these additional team member types may not actually
be firefighters. They are like the gas worker: not really part of the group but a part of
the operation and required for synchronization with the group members workflows. One
of these groups is the police because they help the firefighters blocking the streets and
denying entry to the operation1 .
Normally a team consisting of that many team members and having to deal with such
a large incident contains many smaller sub-groups for special tasks. For the gas leak
1

They did that in the gas leak scenario, too. But in this scenario no team member had to help them.
Therefore they where not needed as a part of the groups workflow.
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scenario we identified four major groups. During the explosion scenario there will be
many more. There may even be groups having sub-groups themselves.
Dealing with a large incident requires much more actions than a small one. Therefore
many tasks have to be executed during the explosion scenario. Some of these tasks
like the evacuation of the surrounding area contain a very detailed and complex substructure. We have already seen, that evacuating a small residential area during the
gas-pipeline scenario can be a very complex task. However evacuating a big apartment
complex with many team members takes even more organization. Therefore the substructure of some tasks will be even bigger. Some sub-tasks may even have sub-sub-tasks
and sub-sub-sub-tasks and so on. Additionally a complex sub-structure requires more
coordination between the group members.
Another thing that has to be coordinated is the data and resource management.
In a big operation there is much need for communication. In many cases a verbal
communication takes to much time. Therefore information about the current tasks have
to be transported via reports or data. Additional Resources may be required for the
operation. There are many critical resources in a firefighters operation. The hoses,
oxygen mask, protective clothes . . .. As stated before all resources and data (which
is seen as a special kind of resource) have their own workflow. There will be a large
number of these resource workflows in the explosion-scenario.
Not only is the explosion scenario much bigger than the gas-leak scenario. It is also
much more dangerous. The leaking gas is already on fire and has been exploding thus
damaging the apartment complex and injuring the persons living in it. Therefore this
scenario is much more dangerous to the firefighters (not only is it dangerous near explosion but also in the damaged building as parts of it may collapse due to the damage).
It is also critical to rescue the injured humans as fast as possible.

8.2 Differences to the Modeling of the Gas Leak Scenario
The modeling techniques introduced in Section 6 should be able to deal with this different
scenario as well. The resulting workflow nets will differ from the workflow nets introduced
in Section 7 in many ways but they are still based on the same activity schemes, algebraic
higher order net and sets of rules.
The modeling of the explosion scenario requires many more group nets. In the gas leak
scenario there where one or two nets on each location place. In this scenario there may
be many more. This means much global and social mobility is involved in the explosion
scenarios model. However this mobility uses the same structure for changing groups as
the other model did. There is just more of it. The sub-groups however may proof to be
a problem to our model as we have no way to express that one group is a sub-group of
another one. A possible solution to this problem is suggested in Section 9.2.1.
In the gas leak scenario the group nets where placed on the location places in the
state ”normal”. The explosion scenario is much more dangerous because the gas has
been ignited and is still burning. Therefore the group nets in this scenario are placed on
the location places in the state ”on-fire”.
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The workflows of the team members are containing many more tasks than the workflows in the gas leak scenario. Some of these tasks contain a very complex sub-structure.
In Section 7.2.4 a complex joined task was introduced. It included sub-tasks and
sub-sub-tasks. The evacuation in this operation requires even more sub-tasks. The subsub-task ”give first aid” for example may even have a sub-structure of sub-sub-sub-tasks
itself. In principle a tree-like sub-structure can occur. An evacuation normally involves
more than one firefighter. Therefore the sub-tasks may involve more than one firefighter,
too. This requires a high level of synchronization and many synchronization places. Section 7.2.4 introduced a common structure for sub-tasks. However this structure is not
part of our activity scheme and therefore does not have to be implemented in every task.
Our activity scheme is not restricted to a certain structure on the task layer. Therefore
in principle every sub-structure can be implemented. Doing so arbitrary sub-structures
can be realized. Therefore tree like sub-structures are not really a problem to the scheme.
However a common way for expressing sub-tasks would be a better approach in order
to restrict the tasks to a common way of expressing sub-tasks. The possibility of such a
structure is discussed in Section 9.2.1.
In addition to the team members workflow many data and resource workflows will
exist. They won’t differ much from the workflow included in Section 7.2.2. However as
more and more data uses occur there is a growing need for synchronizing them. Planning
on which team member can use a piece of data before another one is not always easy.
Therefore the data workflow will change very often.
As mentioned before a bigger scenario requires much more synchronization. As stated
in Section7.4 more synchronization and more team members changing their workflow
concurrently leads to many more conflicts. Therefore in a bigger scenario we have an urgent need for conflict prevention and resolution mechanisms. The Workflow Management
System has to be capable of dealing with the big workflow and complex sub-structures
without confusing the user. An overview on what the workflow system should be capable
of is given in Section 9.2.3
The modeling of the explosion scenario can basically be done using the introduced
techniques. However this chapter showed that our model is not perfect yet. During the
small gas leak scenario these imperfections did not stand out that much. However even
when thinking about modeling the huge explosion scenario we found some things that
should be improved. Note that modeling bigger scenarios in general is possible using our
model. The required improvements are mostly for improving the models usability.
Note that this chapter gives almost no information on which actual tasks are involved
and what their particular sub-structure is. However this is because planning such a big
operation is almost impossible for a non-firefighter. This means in theory such a big
scenario works. However it has not really been tried due to its enormous size.
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9 Summary
So far a system of activity schemes and rules has been introduced. In combination with
the algebraic higher oder net and the workflow system they can be used for modeling
specific workflows. The modeling of one operation has been showed in detail and a
bigger operations modeling was discussed. This indicates that modeling workflows using
our approach is possible. However these chapters also indicated that our model still
leaves some space for improvements. What remains is checking the requirements for
static and dynamic workflows we introduced in chapter 3. This is done in Section 9.1.
Afterwards we deal with the unsatisfied requirements. We will try to motivate how
the model could be changed in order to satisfy them, too. These possible changes are
discussed in Section 9.2.

9.1 Revisiting the Requirements
In Section 3 the requirements of each perspective where subsumed in the form of a
checklist. This Chapter reuses these checklists for checking which requirements can be
fulfilled. If a requirement is fulfilled it is checked off. A requirement that could not be
fulfilled using our approach is marked with a cross. Some requirements may be partly
realized, but not completely. These are marked by a wavy line.

9.1.1 Functional Perspective

Figure 9.1: The Requirements of the Functional Perspective
In this Section the requirements to the functional perspective are discussed. The
corresponding checklist can be seen in Figure 9.1.
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Static Requirements
The first static requirement we found for the functional perspective is the need for a
possibility for filtering out single tasks from the workflow. This means finding out which
part of the workflow represents which task should be possible. In our model we use
an activity scheme. Therefore every activity contains the same beginning and ending
structure. Every task begins with a ”start preprocessing” and finishes with a ”finish
postprocessing” transition. For finding the tasks the Workflow Management System
has to scan for these structures. Furthermore depending on the inner type of a task
the Workflow Management System can determine which task is represented by which
sub-net. Depending on the current situation, team member and location all possible
tasks and changes can be filtered out by looking at the rule pool corresponding to this
situation and filtering out all rules applicable to the team members net. Again these
rules contain the corresponding task as part of their inner tasks places types.
Another static requirement is that the sub-structure of tasks should be represented in
the workflow and visible to the user. We have already seen that by filtering out a task
we can find its sub-net. This net contains the sub-structure of this task as it is part of
the activity scheme. Therefore presenting it to the user is no problem.
Dynamic Requirements
Sometimes a task is not needed anymore in firefighter operations because it is obsolete.
For these cases it should be possible to delete it from the system so it is not available
anymore. This is not possible in our system, because the Workflow Management System
has no possibility of removing the corresponding rules from the algebraic higher order
net. Even if this was possible the Workflow Management System would not be able to
remove the corresponding sorts from the algebraic high level nets signature.
Inserting a task into the set of possible tasks presents similar difficulties as deleting
it. It would be possible to allow the Workflow Management System to place own rules
on the rule pools. However for a new task the signature of the algebraic high level net
would have to be extended. These changes represent a higher level of changes as they
are no modification to the net in order to adapt it to the operation. Instead they are a
change to the whole system adapting it to the changing nature of operations when new
tasks have been invented (or have been forgotten previously).
Another requirement to the functional perspective was the possibility to change a
tasks sub-structure. This can be achieved by using the task-specific rules described in
Section 6.1.2. Using these rules changing the inner structure of a task is possible. All
possible changes have to be available during the operation in the form of task rules.
These rules may change sub-tasks or even sub-sub-tasks.

9.1.2 Process Perspective
The requirements of the process perspective are discussed in this chapter. Figure 9.2
shows the filled out checklist.
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Figure 9.2: The Requirements of the Process Perspective
Static Requirements
One major static requirement to the process perspective is for the execution order of
the tasks in the real operation to be expressible in the workflow. The execution order
of the workflow is represented by the algebraic high level nets firing behavior. The four
identified types of execution order can be expressed by that means.
If two tasks are in a sequential order it means one task has to be executed before the
other one. If the two tasks are done by the same team member this order is given by the
order of these tasks in his workflow. He can’t skip tasks while firing his workflow so he is
forced to carry them out in order. If two tasks in different team members workflows are
in a sequential order either one task or one tasks sequential predecessor depends on the
conclusion of the other task (or his sequential successor). This means that somewhere
in their workflow one task of the one team member had to wait for the completion of
a task of the other team member. This dependency is included in the workflow as a
synchronization via data or the synchronization places.
Two task can be parallel. This means they can be executed in arbitrary order. If two
task are parallel in an organization this means they are not synchronized in any way.
Therefore in the workflow net they would not be synchronized, too. They would be part
of different team members workflows and therefore can be executed in arbitrary order
(as two unconnected transitions can fire in an arbitrary order if they are both enabled
and do not overlap in their pre or post conditions.).
The conditional order means that one task directly depends on another task. This
could mean it depends on the other tasks finishing, or starting or even on some data
produced by this task. This can be expressed the same way as the sequential execution
order using synchronization and data places.
Iterative routing means that one or more tasks can be executed in a loop as often as
required. However at the end of the operation the workflow net is supposed to show
which tasks have been executed. A loop in this net means we can’t trace how often
these tasks have really been executed. Therefore we won’t allow loops. However the
same effect can be reached by inserting the same tasks again and again as often as the
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loop would be executed. This yields the same operation (instead of deciding to go for
the loop again a teammate would decide to insert the tasks again) even if it does not
involve the loop.
Another requirement the workflow language has to fulfill is expressing the preconditions of tasks. Some task require special preconditions like some piece of data or waiting
for a joining team member. In our model it is possible to start a task as soon as the team
member is ready. Here the transition ”finish preprocessing” is responsible for checking
the preconditions. An example can be seen in Section 7.2.3. The joining teammate
has to wait for the original teammates task to be running (expressed by a token on the
synchronization place ”running”). We did not introduce a way for waiting for a piece
of data before starting the task. However it can be done analogous by connecting the
”finish preprocessing” transition to the place after the tasks ”start data use” transition.
This way the task can only be started when the data can be used. Note that waiting
for a piece of data and using a piece of data during the task are different things as
soma tasks may have sub-tasks that don’t require the piece of data and therefore can be
started even if the data is not available yet.
A tasks execution can be in different states. An additional requirement of the process
perspective is for all of these states to be expressible in the workflow net.
The first state is called ”received”. It means the executing team member is ready
to execute the task but is waiting for additional conditions to be satisfied. In our
model a task is in this state while the token representing the team member is on the
”preprocessing” place but the transition ”finish preprocessing” can not fire because one
or more token are missing.
Once these other tokens arrive and the ”finish preprocessing” transition is enabled the
state changes to ”initiated” meaning the activity can be started.
As long as the token representing the team member is on the task level the activity is
in the state ”running”. This is also indicated by a token on the synchronization place
”running”.
Another possible state of a task is ”aborted”. This means the executing team member
has stopped the task. A rule for inserting the abortion of a task is shown and discussed
in Section 6.1.3. After the team member executed the aborting part of the workflow the
state of this activity is ”aborted”.
If a task has been carried out without being aborted it is completed. In this model we
consider a task completed as soon as the executing team member is on the postprocessing
place. Before that inserting new sub-tasks is possible and therefore the activity is not
finished yet. If an activity is finished a token is placed on it’s synchronization place
”finished”.
A task can also be in the state ”on Hold”. This means it has been aborted with
the intention of finishing it later. A rule for inserting such a structure has also been
discussed in Section 6.1.3. While the team member has stopped carrying out the task
and is temporarily doing other things the task is ”on Hold”. Basically if a task has been
aborted by one team member and another team member wants to finish it it can also
be called ”on Hold”. However that is only matter of definition.
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Dynamic Requirements
Once a task has been added to the workflow it should also be deletable. This is one
dynamic requirement to the process perspective. A rule for deleting a task from the
workflow has been introduced and described in Section 6.1.3.
Section 6.1.3 also includes a rule for inserting tasks into the workflow. Therefore our
model fulfills this requirement, too.
Another requirement is the changeability of the tasks orders. A rule for moving an
activity to another place in the workflow has been introduced in Section 6.1.3. Using
this rule the tasks order can be changed.
Sometimes it should be possible to change a tasks preconditions. Until now no rule
has been introduced to do that. However a rule for changing the ”finish preprocessing”
transition of a task thus changing its preconditions can be easily inserted and would be
part of a tasks task-specific rules.

9.1.3 Informational Perspective

Figure 9.3: The Requirements of the Informational Perspective
This chapter focuses on the requirements of the informational perspective. The corresponding checklist can be seen in Figure 9.3.

Static Requirements
In order to present an informational perspective data has to be producible and usable
during the operation. Section 7.2.2 shows how the production of a piece of data during
a task happens and how it can be used and changed by another task. That is how the
production and the use of data generally look inside a task.
During an operation it is critical to know where all resources are and what is planned
with them. Therefore one important requirements is for the data workflow to be traceable. This is no problem since we modeled the data uses as a workflow for data.
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Dynamic Requirements
Data may change during the operation. One major requirement is being able to change
the data type of a transported piece of data. An example for that are two data conventions with the same basic information. It is not possible to change the workflow to
substitute one piece of data with another one. This is only possible if the other data
type is already available in our system. Then the old data’s workflow could be deleted
inserting a data flow of the new data of the same structure (This can be done by the
Workflow Management System so the user does not have to see all the steps). However
the Workflow Management System can never be prepared for all possible data types that
come from outside sources like the police or the gas company as the signature can’t be
extended that easily.
Changing data requirements is just a matter of substituting a sub-tasks that needs a
certain type of data with another one that needs the other type. If this is possible a task
specific rule should exist that substitutes these tasks.
Another requirement is the changeability of the output data where it makes sense.
This problem is analogous to changing data requirements. It can be done by task-specific
rules as well.

9.1.4 Organizational Perspective

Figure 9.4: The Requirements of the Organizational Perspective
The checked list for the organizational perspective can be seen in Figure 9.4. This
chapter deals with this perspective.
Static Requirements
One thing the organizational perspective has to do is representing the inner structures
of the organization carrying out the operation. In our model this can only be done to
a certain extend. Every team member group gets its own sort and every team member
belongs to one of these groups. However the structure of the organization may contain
more complex concepts. Usually a chain of command or a tree like team member type
structure with types and sub-types or even roles(which may change over time) does exist.
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Currently the model can only contain an enumeration of team member types. However
it is possible to put some of these informations into the signature and algebra. In our
model this is not done because the organizational structure of the fire company was not
sufficiently familiar.
Being able to constrain tasks to be done by only a certain set of team members
is another requirement. The activity scheme presented in Section 6.1.1 always contains
information about the executing team members type. A set of rules for inserting deleting
and so on is required for every team member - task combination. A certain team member
type can be forbidden to execute a task by simply not having a rule for this combination.
Using this mechanism constraining tasks to certain team members is easy. It is even
possible to constrain sub-tasks or certain structural changes to certain team members
by inserting the corresponding rules only in certain task-specific rule sets.
Another thing that should be representable by the workflow language is the groups
organizations structure built for this operation. During the operation groups are formed
and disbanded. This group structure has to be visible. In the current model a group
structure is represented by a different algebraic higher order net for every group. However
this means there can be no sub-groups or sub-sub groups. In our model the group
structure has only one layer (or two if all team members are seen as one group having
sub-groups). However potentially there can be a tree like structure with groups and
sub-groups.
Dynamic Requirements
The planned group structure (groups as they are now and how they will change during
the operation) may change. New groups can be formed, old groups can be disbanded
and group changes can be inserted. All these changes are possible and can be inserted
using the social rules introduced in Section6.1.4.
Another requirement to the organizational perspective is changing the tasks divisions.
This means enabling a task for a certain team member group or forbidding another
group to carry out a task. In our model the allocation of tasks to possible executors
is implicit in the available rules. Changing this division requires removing or inserting
certain rules. In our model this is not possible.

9.1.5 Operational Perspective
This Section checks the requirements to the operational perspective. A summary on
these requirements can be seen in Figure 9.5.
Static Requirements
The operational perspective requires the workflow to represent machine operations. In
our model machine operations are represented by the machine’s workflow. Therefore it
can not only represent these operations but can also represent which team member used
them in which order.
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Figure 9.5: The Requirements of the Operational Perspective
Dynamic Requirements
A dynamic requirement of the operational perspective is for the scheduled resource uses
of the workflow to be changeable. A resource use can be discarded or shifted to another
position. Discarding a resource use can be done by the using a tasks task-specific rule
that deletes the using sub-task 1
Shifting a resource use to another position can be done by a rule discussed in Section 6.1.3 which is similar to the rule that shifts a task to another position.
Substituting a resource use with another one can be done by using a task-specific
rule as well. We assume that all possible resources are delivered by the fire company
and therefore known by the system. Therefore we do not have the same problem like
substituting a data use where the data might not be known to the system.
Adding a resource use can happen the same ways as discarding it. It may be inserted
while inserting a task, or a sub-task.

9.1.6 Summary
The majority of the requirements where met. This shows we are on the right way.
However there are still some requirements that could not be fulfilled by our model.
Most of them are not possible because of one of two main reasons.
The first reason is the static algebraic signature we introduced for the algebraic high
level net. Because of this the system can only operate within the limits of this signature.
In most cases this presents no problem. However the fixed signature implies that the
surrounding system of roles and tasks will never change. In reality there can be changes
to this system, too. The firefighters role structure may change requiring a new role to
be available in the Workflow Management System. A new procedure may have to be
invented and has to be available as a task in the system. Until now it is only possible
for the system to be dynamic within the given boundaries of the signature and the rules
placed on the respective rule pools. Therefore requirements like inserting a new possible
task, or changing the group structure can’t be fulfilled. They operate on another level.
Fulfilling them requires a dynamic signature and possible changes to the rule pool. In
1

If this rule is not available it means the resource use is required for this task and should not be deleted.
If the resource use has to be deleted anyway the whole task has to be deleted
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Section 9.2.2 we discuss what possible solutions to this problem may look like.
During the checking of the requirements a second problem occurred. It was not possible to present tree like structures like the group structure of this operation. We only
had a one dimensional concept for groups that did not allow for introducing sub-groups.
This problem occurred because a group was defined as one algebraic higher order net.
Therefore it is not clear how a sub-group should be defined. A possible concept for this
is introduced in Section 9.2.1.

9.2 Future Work
While checking the requirements some imperfections of the model where identified. Furthermore while considering a bigger scenario in Section 8 some other areas that require
improvement where found. During this chapter we try to motivate in which way these
areas of the model can be improved. This chapter is meant as a pointer on what could be
improved in future research. First possible improvements to the nets and net patterns
are discussed. This is done in Section 9.2.1. Afterwards the problem of the fixed signature and algebra is examined. Section 9.2.2 motivates possible solutions. Throughout
this paper we considered the Workflow Management System as available and capable
of everything we wanted it to do. However in order to implement an actual system
this Workflow Management System has to be considered and researched, too. Possible
approaches and problems for this task are introduced in Section 9.2.3.

9.2.1 Nets and Net Patterns
For the purpose of this case study some workflow patterns have been introduced. They
have been applied to tasks. Because every activity had to implement a pattern the
structure of the beginning and ending part of the tasks sub-net was known. This made
filtering out which parts of the net corresponded to which task easy. Furthermore using
the known structures it was possible to implement rules that are applicable between any
two tasks. The workflow rules made use of this fact. Therefore the used workflow patterns proofed useful as they allowed for a certain flexibility without yielding completely
arbitrary nets 2
However these net patterns can still be improved. In Section 7.2.4 we stated that
the sub-tasks of the task evacuation had a certain structure, too. This structure looked
different from the real tasks structure. For example it had no ”started” or ”finished”
synchronization place. It would be straight forward if a sub-tasks pattern would be the
same used by the normal tasks. Every task can be seen as sub-task to the general task
of carrying out the operation. Therefore the pattern can be seen as starting a sub-task
within a task. It should be implemented in a way that allows for a tree-like sub-task
structure.
2

Which is a bad thing because it is not possible to predict how these nets structure would looks like.
Therefore the transformation rules used by the Workflow Management System would have to be
designed in such a way that they can be applied to several different structures. This would of course
mean trying to foresee these structures and making a different rule for every possibility.
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Another problem this approach could solve is the one-dimensional group structure. If
a group is represented by a net it is hard to tell what a sub-group is. One logical choice
is defining that the sub-group is a certain sub-net of the groups net. Sub-sub-groups
can then be defined as a sub-net of this sub-net and so on. This means that forming a
sub-group is a part of the net just like executing a task. In order to make this approach
straightforward a pattern for establishing a common structure for these sub-group nets
is required.
What we have now are two different patterns. One representing a sub-task and one
representing a sub-group. If these patterns where defined to start and end the same way
they could be treated the same. This common structure is something like a pattern for
patterns. This means it is a pattern defining what sub-structures should look like. The
two sub-structures ”sub-group” and ”sub-task” can implement this pattern. This means
an operation would have sub-structures which themselves can have sub-structures and
so on. This approach yields a tree like structure (of sub-structures) where it does not
matter if the sub-structure is a sub-group or a sub-task. This is not far from reality
as some tasks may be done by a person outside or inside a certain sub-group and some
groups may even be formed inside a task (For example a group for evacuating a certain
building may be formed inside the task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area”).
However this can not be accomplished by using our activity scheme. The places inside
an activity present a major problem because they have a different type than the places
outside it. For example this would mean there has to be a rule for adding a sub-group
for every task and sub-task type. If the information which task is currently carried out
is stored elsewhere in the pattern the inner places extra type would not be needed any
more.
A fitting pattern has still to be found and tested but we believe it can improve the
Workflow Management System.
Another thing in the pattern that can be improved is a role concept for tasks. In this
case study the inner places types of the task T from team member M where ”doing T M”.
In joined tasks the inner places types where either ”doing T M” or ”helping T M” depending on whether or not the team member was allowed to do the same things the
original tasks owner can do. For a complex operation a role concept for tasks can be
useful. The roles can be introduced analogous to the existing structures by using a special sort for every role R of task T done by team member M. This sort can be called
”R T M”. By Using this role concept constraining which tasks can be done by which
team members is possible. Furthermore the roles can be constrained to certain team
member types. This can proof very useful for bigger tasks where every team member
has a certain responsibility.
In [7] some other workflow patterns have been introduced. While redefining our patterns they can also be considered. We believe that by considering these patterns and
other patterns introduced on http://www.workflowpatterns.com/ our model can be improved.
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9.2.2 Expandability of the Algebraic Part
Over time the properties of emergency scenarios may change. The organizations structure may change introducing new team members or discarding old ones. The task structure may change as new procedures are developed or old procedures proofed inefficient.
The standard data formats used for an operation may change, too.
If a Workflow Management System can’t be adapted to these changes it will not be
used for very long. While checking the requirements we identified the major problem
for these kinds of changes. Our approach assumed the signature and algebra part of the
nets to be fixed. Therefore introducing new team members or task is not possible as this
requires additional sorts in the signature.
In order to react to these changes the user has to be able to make changes to these
parts of the net, too. However changing the signature or algebra of a running operation
can lead to very strange things like the net using a sort that is not inside the signature
any more. Therefore it is forbidden. However between operations it should be possible to
change the signature and algebra in certain uncritical ways. Adding a sort or a operation
to the signature and its corresponding set to the algebra should be uncritical. If a sort
is to be deleted it has to be checked if this sort and its operations can be deleted. This
check should be based on whether this sort and operations are used in the initial nets
or any rules. Note that this check has not been invented jet.
Of course adding or removing certain rules should also be possible while no operation
is running. This should not be a problem as long as the added rules are based on the
current signature.
Changing the signature during an operation does not always lead to misbehavior of the
net. During an operation it is no problem if sorts or operations are added. The change
or deletion of existing sorts or operations however may cause problems. Therefore it is
possible to allow changes of the signature in a way that only adds to to the signature.
These changes could be a good thing in case something unforeseen happens during the
operation. This way the team leader could always add something (improvised) in order
to make the system work. The real changes can be made later on when the operation
has finished. This way the system gains a certain flexibility which is required in real
life scenarios because knowing all possible tasks before an operation has started is not
realistic.

9.2.3 The Workflow Management System
During this case study we did not really define what the actual Workflow Management
System had to do. It was introduced as a piece of software which was around the
workflow and higher order nets controlling them. Every time we where not able to
do something just by using our nets we had to hand the task over to the Workflow
Management System. This way it became something like the magic in the background
which was summoned every time we needed help (how do the team members know which
incoming group change belongs to which outgoing one? Well of course: the Workflow
Management System knows that).
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The main subject of this case study was testing algebraic high level net for their
usability in emergency scenarios. Therefore the Workflow Management System was no
main issue. However in order to actually build a complete system with the techniques
described in this paper the Workflow Management System has to be investigated first.
In this chapter we want to give a brief overview on which issues will have to be faced
while doing so.
In order to really use the net and adapt it in the way described in Section 9.2.2 the
Workflow Management System requires three operation modes. One mode of course is
for carrying out an operation. We call this mode the execution-mode. Usually after an
operation is over the analysis of this operation begins. The team (or some authority)
comes together and talks about which parts of the operation where good and what went
wrong. As stated before the last version of the operation net describes exactly what
happened during the operation (if certain requirements during the execution-mode are
met like ”don’t delete or change anything that has already been done.”). For this situation the Workflow Management System should include an analysis-mode. Its purpose is
providing already finished scenarios and certain analysis tools. Section 9.2.2 introduced
the possibility of changing signature, algebra or certain nets and rules. As discussed
there this should normally not be done during the operation. It should only be possible
during a special mode. We call this mode the adaption-mode.
During this case study we concentrated on the execution-mode. In this mode the main
function of the Workflow Management System is translating between the users input and
the workflow nets and vice versa. It has to present the net to the user in a way he can
understand easily. If the user wants to change the net or tell the workflow he has
finished his next task the Workflow Management System has to translate that to the net
firing the corresponding transition or choosing the right rules to apply. We have already
seen there are many possibilities for applying a rule. Another task of the Workflow
Management System is filtering the rules so the user only has to choose between options
that make sense for the net. Some transformation steps may even be combined and
presented to the user as one action. These possible changes have to be available to the
user in a structured easy-to-use way. Distinguishing between the good rule applications
and the bad rule applications is no trivial task. However some of the outcomes of graph
transformation research may be of use here. The rules for example could have negative
application conditions specifying them to be inapplicable in certain situations. Another
possibility is using graph-transformation constraints defining structures.
The applicability of these techniques for this task have still to be analyzed. Another
issue that has to be resolved are conflicts. What happens if two team members transform
the net at the same time in their mobile device in a way that contradicts each other? A
way for resolving these conflict has to be found. One possibility of limiting these conflicts
is giving the team members certain rights. Depending on them they can change certain
parts of the operation. However avoiding all conflicts is not possible. If a conflict occurs
the Workflow Management System has to present it to the user in an easy understandable
way. It would be best if the user was presented with several alternatives for resolving
the conflict as well. Again this is a very complex task.
The analysis-mode contains the main task of presenting old operations to the users.
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Therefore finished operations should be saved in the Workflow Management System.
Certain Views and tools for analyzing these operations should be provided to the user.
For these techniques it may be necessary to record all changes to the net and the times
tasks took in order to reconstruct the whole operation later.
If the system is in adaption-mode certain changes can be applied. These changes
can adapt the signature and algebra as well as changing or deleting certain rules or
adding and changing new personalized initial nets. However making algebraic higher
order net rules may be to complicated for the user (as he may not see the nets anyway).
The system has to abstract from that. Instead the user may have options like defining
a possible task for example. The Workflow Management System has to generate the
according signature and algebra changes (new sort and its according set) and the new
rules (adding insertion and deletion rule . . .) itself. This way the system can also
follow the workflow patterns described in Section 9.2.1 internally. Again the user need
not know about them.
It is clear that defining and implementing the Workflow Management System is no
easy task. It involves many problems (probably even more than we found on our first
theoretical attempt). However if it is finished and meets the requirement it is a powerful
system which would be useful not only during the firefighters emergency scenarios.

9.3 Conclusion
During this case study an environment consisting of an algebraic higher order net marked
with open algebraic high level nets and rules was given in Section 6. The purpose of this
environment is adapting an initial workflow to fit a real life operation. The usability of
this system has been tested on a small scenario in Section 7. This shows that adapting
the workflow in the way we wanted is possible in a small scenario. However Section 8 gave
an impression on how big a scenario may become and what the Workflow Management
System has to be capable of. We believe that when all required tasks and rules are
available it would already be possible to model a big scenario. However the model and
workflow patterns we introduced may make this model very big and hard to manage and
some little problems will almost certainly appear. Chapter 9.1 checks the requirements
for a workflow language. The results encourage our impression as the most important
requirements where met.
However some requirements proofed to be a problem for our approach. In Section 9.2
we tried to give an impression on how the general approach can be changed to meet
these requirements, too.
We came to the conclusion that algebraic high level nets are a suitable technique for
defining, adapting and executing workflows and therefore can be used as a workflow
language. We believe that the missing requirements can be met, too once an improved
model has been established.
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A A Listing of the Possible Tasks
Table A.1 shows a list of all tasks appearing during the example scenarios. Note that
this list is not complete. It only lists all tasks found while examining these scenarios. In
reality there are probably way more possible tasks.

Name
Establish
Incident
Command
Post
Help Establishing Incident Command Post
Calculate
Outer
Perimeter
Establish
Outer
perimeter
Evaluate
Gas Reading

Interview
Bystanders

Call for Additional Resources

Table A.1: Tasks of the Scenario
Executing
Team Member
The position of the incident team leader
command post is selected and
established.
Description

Area

State

incident
command
post

always

Other team members are
helping the team leader establishing the incident command
post.
Based on the estimated risk
the outer perimeter is calculated.
The plan for an outer perimeter is established.

firefighters

incident
command
post

always

team leader

incident
command
post
surrounding
area

always

The team leader evaluates a
gas reading. During this task
he determines the severity of
the incident and the responsible pipeline company.
The bystanders are interviewed and information about
the incident is gathered.

team leader

incident
command
post

always

team leader,
firefighters

always

Additional resources like gas
masks are ordered.

team leader

incident
command
post, surrounding
area
incident
command
post

firefighters

always

always
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Name

Description

Call Police

The police is called and requested to help during the operation.
The electricity company is
called and requested to shut
off the electricity.
The gas company is called and
informed about the incident.

Call Electricity
Company
Call
Gas
Company

Executing
Team Member
team leader

team leader

team leader

Area

State

incident
command
post
incident
command
post
incident
command
post
surrounding
area

always

incident
command
post
incident
command
post

always

always

always

Evacuate
Surrounding Area
Call for Reinforcement

A part of the surrounding area
is evacuated.

firefighters

More personal is called in order to deal with the situation.

team leader

Relocate
Incident
Command
Post
Help Relocating Incident Command Post
Take Gas
Reading

The incident command post is
relocated to a safer position.

team leader

Some team members are helping relocating the incident
command post.

firefighters

incident
command
post

always

A gas meter is used for determining the kind and amount
of gas in the air

firefighters

always

Take Additional
Reading
Repair
Pipeline
Help
Repairing
Pipeline

An additional gas reading is
taken.

gas company

The pipeline leak is repaired.

gas company

incident
command
post, surrounding
area, at the
leak
surrounding
area, at the
leak
at the leak

A firefighter helps the gas
worker repairing the pipeline.
His job is securing the gas
worker and following his instructions.

firefighters

at the leak

always
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always

always

always

always

Name

Description

Evacuate
People from
Leak
Establish a
Water Supply
Determine
State
of
Victims
Place Salvage Pumps
Body Recovery

Persons close to the pipeline
leak are evacuated.

Medical
Treatment
First Aid

A person receives a medical
treatment.
A person receives first aid.

medical personal
medical personal, firefighters

Block
Streets

Persons and vehicles are forbidden to enter the area of the
incident. This may happen in
cooperation with law enforcement officers.
The firefighters can stand by
with charged hose lines to secure an operation.

firefighters

Ignition sources are searched
for and eliminated in order to
prevent the gas from igniting.
A fog pattern is used to dissipate gas thus reducing the risk
of ignition.
Foam is sprayed to prevent
liquids from igniting.

off

Stand
by
with Fully
Charged
Hose Lines
Control
Ignition
Sources
Use
Fog
Pattern
Use
Firefighting
Foam

A close source of water is
searched and used as a water
supply.
The severity of the injuries of
a victim is checked so correct
measures can be taken.
Salvage pumps are used to
suck liquid from the ground.
If one victim died body recovery measures should be taken.

Executing
Team Member
firefighters,
medical personal
firefighters

Area

State

at the leak

always

surrounding
area, at the
leak
surrounding
area, at the
leak
at the leak

always

surrounding
area, at the
leak
surrounding
area
at
the
leak, surrounding
area
surrounding
area

always

firefighters

at the leak

highly
flammable

firefighters

surrounding
area, at the
leak
surrounding
area, at the
leak
surrounding
area, at the
leak

highly
flammable

firefighters,
medical personal
firefighters
firefighters

firefighters

firefighters

always

always

always
always

always

highly
flammable
highly
flammable
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A A Listing of the Possible Tasks
Name

Description

Monitor Air

The air is monitored so the
other team members can be
alarmed if the probability of
ignition increases

Place
Smoke
Ejector
Fans
Control
Fire
Extinguish
Fire

Big fans are placed so the
smoke or gas is distributed.

The fire is controlled in order
to prevent it from spreading.
A fire is extinguished. This
can be the pipeline fire as well
as a secondary fire like a burning tree for example.
The firefighters let the fire
burn off. This can be a good
idea because the gas from the
pipeline is burned instantly.

Let
Fire
Burn Off
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Executing
Team Member
firefighters

Area

State
highly
flammable

firefighters

incident
command
post, surrounding
area, at the
leak
at the leak

firefighters

at the leak

fire

firefighters

at the leak

fire

firefighters

at the leak

fire

highly
flammable

B Formal Definition of P/T Systems and
Open Algebraic High Level Systems
B.1 P/T Systems
The monoid description of a P/T net consists of a 4 Tuple N = (P,T,pre,post) with:
• P : a set of Places
• T : a set of Transitions
• pre : T → P ⊕ : a function returning all places connected to a certain transition
via a pre arc
• post : T → P ⊕ : a function returning all places connected to a certain transition
via a post arc
A marking M ∈ P ⊕ of a P/T net expresses how many token are currently placed on
which places.
A P/T system Sys = (N,M) consists of a P/T net N and its marking M.
More information on P/T Systems can be found in [8].

B.2 Token Firing in P/T Systems
A Transition T is enabled if M < pre(T ).
Firing the Transition T yields a new marking M 0 with : M 0 = M

pre(T ) ⊕ post(T ).

B.3 Transformation Rules in P/T Systems
Transformation rules for P/T nets are introduced in [9]. A transformation rule consists
of three P/T systems. L is called the left side, I is the interface and R is the right side.
Additionally it consists of two P/T system morphisms l : I → L and r : I → R.
A transformation rule is given by
p = (L ←l I →r R)
For the transformation of a net N a transformation rule p = (L ←l I →r R) and a
P/T system morphism m : L → N is required. This morphism is called match. A P/T
system transformation is give by the two Pushouts (1) and (2) in Figure B.1.
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Figure B.1: The Application of a Transformation Rule

B.4 Open Algebraic High Level Systems
An open algebraic high level net consists of an 8-tuple OAN = (SP, P, T, pre, pos, cond, type, A)
with:
• SP = (Σ, E, X) : an algebraic specification with signature Σ = (S, OP ), equations
E and additional variables X over Σ.
• P = P L ] P I ] P O : a set of places where P L is the set of local places. P I are
the input and P O the output places.
• T = T L ] T C : a set if transitions where T L is the set of local transitions and T C
are the communication transitions.
• pre, post : T → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P )⊕ where
pre : T L → (TΣ (X) ⊗ (P L ] P I))⊕
pre : T C → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P O)⊕
post : T L → (TΣ (X) ⊗ (P L ] P O))⊕
post : T C → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P I)⊕
• cond : T → Pf in (Eqns(Σ, X)): firing conditions
• type : P → S: the places types
• A: a (Σ, E)-algebra
Algebraic high level nets are introduced in [10] and expanded to open algebraic high
level nets in [11].
M ∈ CP ⊕ is called the marking of an open algebraic high level net, where
CP = (A ⊗ P ) = {(a, p)|a ∈ Atype(p) , p ∈ P }
An open algebraic high level system Sys = (OAN, M ) consists of an open algebraic
high level net N and a marking M.
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B.5 Token Firing in Open Algebraic High level Systems
In order to fire a specific transition inside an open algebraic high level system an assignment asg satisfying the arc inscriptions and the Transitions conditions has to be found.
It is called a consistent transition assignment.
Based on that assignment two operations preA (t, asg) and postA (t, asg) can be defined
for evaluating tokens pre/post arc inscription by applying the assignment yielding the
pre and post conditions of the transition under a specific assignment asg.
The actual token firing of a net N can be described by three cases:
• firing a transition: A transition t ∈ TN is enabled in M under assignment asg
if asg is a consistent transition assignment and preA (t, asg) ≤ M . The follower
marking M 0 is given by
M0 = M

preA (t, asg) ⊕ postA (t, asg).

• creation of a token by the environment: for all open input places p ∈ P IN that are
not output places of any communication transition the creation of a token is given
by the follower marking M’. It s defined as follows:
M 0 = M ⊕ (a, p) with a ∈ typeN (p)
• deletion of a token by the environment: for all open output places p ∈ P ON that
are not input places to any communication transition the deletion of a token is
given by the follower marking M’. It is defined as follows:
M0 = M

(a, p) with a ∈ typeN (p)

B.6 Transformation Rules in Open Algebraic High Level
Systems
Transformation rules and their application are defined analogous to the transformation
rules in P/T systems. The only difference is that L, I and R are open algebraic high
level systems and l and r are open algebraic high level system morphisms.
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C Signature and Algebra of the Algebraic
High Level Net
The general structure for a signature and algebra for our algebraic high level nets has
been introduced in Chapter 6.1.5. This structure depends on the available team members, activities and data. In this chapter we show an algebraic signature and an implementing algebra based on the tasks used for the scenario in Chapter 7.

C.1 Signature of the Algebraic High Level Net
AHO-Net-SIG =
sorts: String,
f iref ighter, preprocessing f iref ighter, postprocessing f iref ighter, movement f iref ighter,
team − leader, preprocessing team − leader, postprocessing team − leader, movement team − leader,
gas − worker, preprocessing gas − worker, postprocessing gas − worker, movement gas − worker,
doing f iref ighters − arrive team − leader,
doing f iref ighters − arrive f iref ighter,
doing call − police team − leader,
doing call − electricity − company team − leader,
doing evaluate − gas − reading team − leader,
doing call − gas − company team − leader,
doing gas − man − arrives team − leader,
doing gas − man − arrives gas − worker,
doing gas − man − leaves team − leader,
doing gas − man − leaves gas − worker,
doing f iref ighters − leave team − leader,
doing f iref ighters − leave f iref ighter,
doing take − gas − reading f iref ighter,
doing take − additional − readings gas − worker,
doing repair − pipeline gas − worker,
doing assist − gas − worker f iref ighter,
doing evacuate − surrounding − area f iref ighter,
gas − measure,
synchro
opns: f iref ighter :
String × String → f iref ighter
preprocessing f iref ighter :
f iref ighter → preprocessing f iref ighter,
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postprocessing f iref ighter :
f iref ighter → postprocessing f iref ighter,
movement f iref ighter :
f iref ighter → movement f iref ighter,
team − leader :
String × String → team − leader
preprocessing team − leader :
team − leader → preprocessing team − leader,
postprocessing team − leader :
team − leader → postprocessing team − leader,
movement team − leader :
team − leader → movement team − leader,
gas − worker :
String × String → gas − worker
preprocessing gas − worker :
gas − worker → preprocessing gas − worker,
postprocessing gas − worker :
gas − worker → postprocessing gas − worker,
movement gas − worker :
gas − worker → movement gas − worker,
doing f iref ighters − arrive team − leader :
team − leader → doing f iref ighters − arrive team − leader,
doing f iref ighters − arrive f iref ighter :
f iref ighter → doing f iref ighters − arrive f iref ighter,
doing call − police team − leader :
team − leader → doing call − police team − leader,
doing call − electricity − company team − leader :
team − leader → doing call − electricity − company team − leader,
doing evaluate − gas − reading team − leader :
team − leader → doing evaluate − gas − reading team − leader,
doing call − gas − company team − leader :
team − leader → doing call − gas − company team − leader,
doing gas − man − arrives team − leader :
team − leader → doing gas − man − arrives team − leader,
doing gas − man − arrives gas − worker :
gas − worker → doing gas − man − arrives gas − worker,
doing gas − man − leaves team − leader :
team − leader → doing gas − man − leaves team − leader,
doing gas − man − leaves gas − worker :
gas − worker → doing gas − man − leaves gas − worker,
doing f iref ighters − leave team − leader :
team − leader → doing f iref ighters − leave team − leader,
doing f iref ighters − leave f iref ighter :
f iref ighter → doing f iref ighters − leave f iref ighter,
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doing take − gas − reading f iref ighter :
f iref ighter → doing take − gas − reading f iref ighter,
doing take − additional − readings gas − worker :
gas − worker → doing take − additional − readings gas − worker,
doing repair − pipeline gas − worker :
gas − worker → doing repair − pipeline gas − worker,
doing assist − gas − worker f iref ighter :
f iref ighter → doing assist − gas − worker f iref ighter,
doing evacuate − surrounding − area f iref ighter :
f iref ighter → doing evacuate − surounding − area f iref ighter,
gas − measure :
String × String → gas − measure
synch :
→ synchro

C.2 Algebra of the Algebraic High Level Net
• AString = {a, ..., z, A, ..., Z, 0, ..., 9}∗ ,
• Af iref ighter = {(f irstN ame, lastN ame)|f irstN ame ∈ AString , lastN ame ∈ AString },
• Apreprocessing
• Apostprocessing

f iref ighter

= {(f f )|f f ∈ Af iref ighter },

f iref ighter

= {(f f )|f f ∈ Af iref ighter },

• Amovement f iref ighter = {(f f )|f f ∈ Af iref ighter },
• Ateam−leader = {(f irstN ame, lastN ame)|f istN ame ∈ AString , lastN ame ∈ AString },
• Apreprocessing
• Apostprocessing

= {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },

team−leader
team−leader

= {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },

• Amovement team−leader = {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },
• Agas−worker = {(f irstN ame, lastN ame)|f irstN ame ∈ AString , lastN ame ∈ AString },
• Apreprocessing
• Apostprocessing

gas−worker
gas−worker

= {(gw)|gw ∈ Agas−worker },
= {(gw)|gw ∈ Agas−worker },

• Amovement gas−worker = {(gw)|gw ∈ Agas−worker },
• Adoing

f iref ighters−arrive team−leader

• Adoing

f iref ighters−arrive f iref ighter

• Adoing

call−police team−leader

= {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },

= {(f f )|f f ∈ Af iref ighter },

= {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },
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• Adoing

call−electricity−company team−leader

= {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },

• Adoing

evaluate−gas−reading team−leader

• Adoing

call−gas−company team−leader

= {(tl)|(tl) ∈ Ateam−leader },

• Adoing

gas−man−arrives team−leader

= {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },

• Adoing

gas−man−arrives gas−worker

= {(gw)|gw ∈ Agas−worker },

• Adoing

gas−man−leaves team−leader

= {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },

• Adoing

gas−man−leaves gas−worker

• Adoing

f iref ighters−leave team−leader

• Adoing

f iref ighters−leave f iref ighter

• Adoing

take−gas−reading f iref ighter

• Adoing

take−additional−readings gas−worker

• Adoing

repair−pipeline gas−worker

• Adoing

assist−gas−worker f iref ighter

• Adoing

evacuate−surrounding−aea f iref ighter

= {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },

= {(gw)|gw ∈ Agas−worker },
= {(tl)|tl ∈ Ateam−leader },

= {(f f )|f f ∈ Af iref ighter },
= {(f f )|f f ∈ Af iref ighter },
= {(gw)|gw ∈ Agas−worker },

= {(gw)|gw ∈ Agas−worker },
= {(f f )|f f ∈ Af iref ighter },
= {(f f )|f f ∈ Af iref ighter }

• Agas−measure = {(severity, location)|severity ∈ AString , location ∈ AString },
• Asynchro = {syn},
• f iref ighterA : AString × AString → Af iref ighter with
f iref ighterA (f n, ln) = (f n, ln),
• preprocessing f iref ighterA : Af iref ighter → Apreprocessing
preprocessing f iref ighterA (f f ) = (f f ),

f iref ighter

• postprocessing f iref ighterA : Af iref ighter → Apostprocessing
postprocessing f iref ighterA (f f ) = (f f ),

with

f iref ighter

with

• movement f iref ighterA : Af iref ighter → Amovement f iref ighter with
movement f iref ighterA (f f ) = (f f ),
• team − leaderA : AString × AString → Ateam−leader with
team − leaderA (f n, ln) = (f n, ln),
• preprocessing team − leaderA : Ateam−leader → Apreprocessing
preprocessing team − leaderA (tl) = (tl),

team−leader

• postprocessing team − leaderA : Ateam−leader → Apostprocessing
postprocessing team − leaderA (tl) = (tl),
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team−leader

with
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• movement team − leaderA : Ateam−leader → Amovement team−leader with
movement team − leaderA (tl) = (tl),
• gas − workerA : AString × AString → Agas−worker with
gas − workerA (f n, ln) = (f n, ln)
• preprocessing gas − workerA : Agas−worker → Apreprocessing
preprocessing gas − workerA (gw) = (gw)

gas−worker

with

• movement gas − workerA : Agas−worker → Amovement gas−worker with
movement gas − workerA (gw) = (gw)
• postprocessing gas − workerA : Agas−worker → Apostprocessing
postprocessing gas − workerA (gw) = (gw)

gas−worker

with

• doing f iref ighters− arrive team − leaderA :
Ateam−leader → Adoing f iref ighters−arrive team−leader with
doing f iref ighters − arrive team − leaderA (tl) = (tl)
• doing f iref ighters−arrive f iref ighterA :
Af iref ighter → Adoing f iref ighters−arrive f iref ighter with
doing f iref ighters − arrive f iref ighterA (f f ) = (f f )
• doing call − police team − leaderA : Ateam−leader → Adoing
doing call − police team − leaderA (tl) = (tl)

call−police team−leader

• doing call − electricity −company team − leaderA :
Ateam−leader → Adoing call−electricity−company
doing call − electricty − company team − leaderA (tl) = (tl)
• doing evaluate − gas− reading team − leaderA :
Ateam−leader → Adoing evaluate−gas−reading
doing evaluate − gas − reading team − leaderA (tl) = (tl)

team−leader

team−leader

with

with

with

• doing gas − man− arrives team − leaderA :
Ateam−leader → Adoing gas−man−arrives team−leader with
doing gas − man − arrives team − leaderA (tl) = (tl)
• doing gas − man− arrives gas − workerA :
Agas−worker → Adoing gas−man−arrives gas−worker with
doing gas − man − arrives gas − workerA (gw) = (gw)
• doing gas − man− leaves team − leaderA :
Ateam−leader → Adoing gas−man−leaves team−leader with
doing gas − man − leaves team − leaderA (tl) = (tl)
• doing gas − man− leaves gas − workerA :
Agas−worker → Adoing gas−man−leaves gas−worker with
doing gas − man − leaves gas − workerA (gw) = (gw)
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• doing f iref ighters− leave team − leaderA :
Ateam−leader → Adoing f iref ighters−leave team−leader with
doing f iref ighters − leave team − leaderA (tl) = (tl)
• doing f iref ighters −leave f iref ighterA :
Af iref ighter → Adoing f iref ighters−leave f iref ighter with
doing f iref ighters − leave f iref ighterA (f f ) = (f f )
• doing take − gas −reading f iref ighterA :
Af iref ighter → Adoing take−gas−reading
doing take − gas − reading f iref ighterA (f f ) = (f f )

f iref ighter

with

• doing take − additional −readings gas − workerA :
Agas−worker → Adoing take−additional−readings gas−worker with
doing take − additional − readings gas − workerA (gw) = (gw)
• doing repair − pipeline gas − workerA :
Agas−worker → Adoing repair−pipeline gas−worker with
doing repair − pipeline gas − workerA (gw) = (gw)
• doing assist − gas − worker f iref ighterA :
Af iref ighter → Adoing assist−gas−worker
doing assist − gas − worker f iref ighterA (gw) = (gw)

f iref ighter

with

• doing evacuate− surrounding − area f iref ighterA :
Af iref ighter → Adoing evacuate−surrounding−area f iref ighter with
doing evacuate − surrounding − area f iref ighterA (f f ) = (f f )
• gas − measureA : AString × AString → Agas−measure
gas − measureA (severity, location) = (severity, location)
• synchA : → Asynchro
synchA = syn
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Higher Order Net
A signature and algebra for algebraic higher order nets with P/T systems and rules
as tokens is introduced in [12]. However the algebraic higher order net introduced in
Section 6.2 uses open algebraic high level nets and rules as tokens. Therefore its signature
and algebra differs slightly from the ones presented in [12]. They are introduced in this
chapter.

D.1 Signature of the Algebraic Higher Order Net
The signature of the algebraic higher order net is defined as follows:
AHO-System-SIG =
sorts: Transitions, Places, Bool, System, Mor, Rules, RuleTuple
opns: tt, ff : → Bool
isInput : P laces → Bool
isOutput : P laces → Bool
enabled : System × T ransitions → Bool
inputEnabled : System × P lace → Bool
outputEnabled : System × P lace → Bool
fire : System × T ransitions → System
fireInput : System × P laces → System
fireOutput : System × P laces → System
applicable : Rule × M or → Bool
transform : Rule × M or → System
coproduct : System × System → System
isomorphic : System × System → Bool
cod : M or → System
tuple : Rules × Rules → RuleT uple
getFirst : RuleT uple → Rules
getSecond : RuleT uple → Rules

D.2 Algebra of the Algebraic Higher Order Net
The AHO-System-SIG algebra A is defined by
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• AT ransitions = T0 ,
• AP laces = P0 ,
• ABool = {true, f alse},
• ASystem the set of all open algebraic high level systems over T0 and P0 , i.e.
ASystem = {OAN |OAN = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M ) open algebraic high
level system P = P L ] P I ] P O ⊂ P0
T ⊂ T0 } ∪ {undef },
• AM or the set of all open algebraic high level morphisms for ASystem , i.e
AM or = {f |f : OAN → OAN 0 open algebraic high level morphisms
with OAN, OAN 0 ∈ ASystem }
• ARules the set of all rules of open algebraic high level systems, i.e.
ARules = {r|r = (L ←i1 I →i2 R) rule of open algebraic high level systems
with strict inclusions i1 , i2 },
• ARuleT uple = {(r1 , r2 )|r1 , r2 ∈ ARules }
• ttA = true
• f fA = f alse
• isInputA : AP laces → ABool
(
true
isInputA (p) =
f alse

if p ∈ P I
else

• isOutputA : AP laces → ABool
(
true
isOutputA (p) =
f alse

if p ∈ P O
else

• enabledA : ASystem × T0 → {true, f alse}
for OAN = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M ) with

(
true
enabledA (OAN, t) =
f alse

if t ∈ T, pre(t) ≤ M
else

• inputEnabledA : ASystem × AP laces → {true, f alse}
for OAN = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M ) with
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(
true
imputEnabledA (OAN, p) =
f alse

if p ∈ P I
else

• outputEnabledA : ASystem × AP laces → {true, f alse}
for OAN = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M ) with

(
true
outputEnabledA (OAN, p) =
f alse

if p ∈ P O, p ≤ M
else

• f ireA : ASystem × T0 → ASystem for OAN = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M )
with
(
(SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M
f ireA (OAN, t) =
undef

pre(t) ⊕ post(t))

if enabledA (OAN, t) = tt
else

• f ireInputA : ASystem × PA → ASystem for OAN = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M )
with
(
(SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M ⊕ (a, p)) if inputEnabledA (OAN, p) = tt
f ireInputA (OAN, p) =
undef
else
• f ireOutputA : ASystem × PA → ASystem for OAN = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M )
with
(
(SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A, M
f ireOutputA (OAN, p) =
undef

(a, p))

if outputEnabledA (OAN, p) = t
else

• applicableA : ARules × AM or → {true, f alse}with
(
true if r is applicable at match m
applicableA (r, m)
f alse else
• transf ormA : ARules × AM or → ASystem with
(
H
if applicableA (r, m)
transf ormA (r, m)
undef else
where for L →m G and applicableA (r, m) = true we have a direct transformation
G ⇒r H,
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• coproductA : AS ystem × AS ystem → AS ystem the disjoint union with
coproductA (P N1 , P N2 ) = if (P N1 = undef ∨ P N2 = undef )then undef
else(SP, (P1 ] P2 ), (T1 ] T2 ), pre3 , post3 , cond3 , type3 , A, M1 ⊕ M2 )
where pre3 , post3 : (T1 ] T2 ) → (P1 ] P2 )⊕ are defined by
pre3 (t) = if (t ∈ T1 )then(pre1 (t))else(pre2 (t))
post3 (t) = if (t ∈ T1 )then(post1 (t))else(post2 (t)),
cond3 : (T1 ] T2 ) → Pf in (Eqns(Σ, X)) is defined by
cond3 (t) = if (t ∈ T1 )then(cond1 (t))else(cond2 (t))
and type3 : (P1 ] P2 ) → S is defined by
type3 (p) = if (p ∈ P1 )then(type2 (p)else(type2 (p)),
• isomorphicA : ASystem × ASystem → {true, f alse} with
(
true if P N1 ∼
= P N2
isomorphicA (OAN1 , OAN2 ) =
f alse else
where P N1 ∼
= P N2 means that there is a strict open algebraic high level net
morphism f = (fP , fT ) : P N1 → P N2 s.t. fP ,fT are bijective functions
• codA : AM or → ASystem with
codA (f : P N1 → P N2 ) = P N2
• tupleA : ARules × ARules → ARuleT uple with
tupleA (r1, r2) = (r1, r2)
• getF irstA : ARuleT uple → ARules with
getF irstA ((r1, r2)) = r1
• getSecondA : ARuleT uple → ARules with
getSecondA ((r1, r2)) = r2
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E Transformations of the Workflow during
the Gas Leak Scenario
In Chapter7 only the final net of the gas leak scenario was considered. However during
an operation the workflow is very dynamic. The initial net has to be transformed into a
net fitting the operation. Even during the operation the net may change as the workflow
has to adapt to the changing situations. In this chapter some nets between the initial
net and the final net will be shown and explained. This serves to give an impression of
the real complexity of the operation.

Figure E.1: The Initial Net.
Figure E.1 depicts the initial net of the operation. The workflow system has just been
started and the default scenario has been loaded. The net is the initial net introduced
in Section 6.1.6. Its first place is marked with the token ”TL”. In order to save space
we have substituted the team members data with abbreviations. ”TL” represents the
data of the team leader, ”FF1 - 3” are representations of three firefighters, ”GW” is the
gas worker and ”GM” is the gas measure used in the scenario.
The first thing to do is changing the initial net to fit the operation. First the team
leader inserts mobility using the group changing rule depicted in Figures 6.14 and 6.15
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Figure E.2: The Mobility of the Firefighters has been added.

in Section 6.1.4. The resulting net can be seen in Figure E.2.
Now that the mobility is inserted the tasks can be inserted in their respective locations.
This leads to the net depicted in Figure E.3. The task ”Evacuate Surrounding Area” was
assigned to the three firefighters. Before that one firefighter has the task of taking a gas
measure. This task starts the workflow of a piece of data as a side effect. This piece of
data is a ”gas-measure” and represents the measurements taken by the firefighter. The
team leader has to call the local authorities and the electricity company. After that he
takes the gas-measure and evaluates it. All tasks where inserted using their respective
insertion rules. The tasks ”Help Evacuate Surrounding Area” has been inserted using
a rule for joining a team members activity. Schemes for both of these rules have been
introduced in Section 6.1.3. The rule for sending a piece of data to another group is
shown in Figure 6.17 in Section 6.1.4.
Now the net is suitable for starting the operation. Note that no repair of the pipeline
is planned at this moment as the team leader does not know which gas company to
call. It is also possible that the whole incident is a blind alarm. The electricity is
switched off and the area is evacuated merely as a precaution until further facts are
known. The operation starts with this workflow. It continues until the gas-measure has
been evaluated. The state the operation is in can be seen in Figure E.4. The three
firefighters are in the middle of the evacuation. The gas measure has been taken and
evaluated by the team leader.
At this point the team-leader uses the information retrieved by evaluating the gasmeasure for planning the further operation. He adapts the workflow to this plan and
assigns new tasks. The resulting workflow can be seen in Figure E.5. The gas-measure
confirmed the gas warning and made determining the pipeline company possible. Therefore the team leader plans on calling this company. He also plans for the arrival of a
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Figure E.3: Some Task have been added.

gas-worker and him taking additional measures and repairing the pipeline. The situation
was slightly more dangerous than expected. Therefore the three firefighters are requested
to make another evacuation after the first one in order to expand the evacuation area.
The arrival of the gas-worker and his departure are inserted into the workflow by using a
rule for inserting a team member. A scheme for this rule is introduced in Figure 6.13 of
Section 6.1.3. The rest of the tasks are inserted by their respective insertion and joining
rules. Again the ”gas-measure” is sent to another group.
For a while everything goes according to plan. The gas company is called and sends
a gas-worker. He arrives and takes a gas measure. The firefighters are still evacuating
the surrounding area. Figure E.6 shows the new state of the workflow
After the gas-worker took own additional gas readings he decides repairing the gas-leak
all by himself is to dangerous. Therefore a firefighter is requested to help him repairing
the pipeline. His current next task was expanding the evacuated area. This task is
deleted using its deletion rule. Instead the firefighter goes to the gas leak and helps the
gas-worker. The new net can be seen in Figure E.7
Now that he has help the gas-worker is able to repair the pipeline. Meanwhile the
other firefighters keep on evacuating the surrounding area. After everyone is finished
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Figure E.4: The Execution of the Workflow has started.
the operation can be ended and everyone leaves. The net at the end of the operation is
depicted in Figure E.8. The team leaders token rests on the last place of the workflow.
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Figure E.5: After the Evaluation of the Gas-Measure some new Tasks have been Inserted.
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Figure E.6: Further Execution of the Workflow.
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Figure E.7: The Gas-Worker requests Help while Repairing the Pipeline.
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Figure E.8: The Operation has been Finished.
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